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Stepford Trots

Derek James of Labour Party
Marxists has given us a useful report
of the decision of the Labour Party’s
national executive committee to
proscribe four socialist groups Labour in Exile Network, Labour
Against the Witchhunt, Chris
Williamson’s Resist and Socialist
Appeal (‘Sir Keir’s road to Brighton’,
July 22).
Correctly, the comrade also
mentions the “firm response” of
rank-and-file members that saw
organisations like Jewish Voice for
Labour, LAW, LIEN, the Labour Left
Alliance, Labour Party Marxists, the
Labour Representation Committee,
Socialist Appeal and Socialist
Resistance move to quickly organise
a militant, 200-strong demonstration
outside Labour’s London HQ on July
20 - the day the axe was to fall. But
there was a particularly odd form of
petty sectarianism exhibited by one
of the organisations caught up in the
Starmer purge - Socialist Appeal.
SA provided
a
welcome
contingent. Their mostly young
comrades spoke well and, on a
personal basis, were friendly enough.
However, it seems to be a political
obligation - no doubt stipulated by
their leadership - to refuse to take
the publications of other political
tendencies. Thus, a comrade giving
out copies of the Weekly Worker was
doing a brisk trade … but ran into
a brick wall when he approached
SAers.
He described it to me like this.
“They didn’t crack. They smiled;
they weren’t frothing and aggressive,
but they would not talk. They didn’t
even want to say anything about the
next moves of the action that they
were currently on! Although pressed,
they offered no ideas on where next
for the fight against the expulsions.
They smiled, but apparently didn’t
have any opinions to offer. Or rather,
they were waiting to be told what
would happen next.”
I suppose this is marginally better
than the Socialist Workers Party’s
pathetic hostility to other leftwingers
… along with the threat of violence
not far beneath the surface. However,
if anything the SA’s variant of this
sectarian eccentricity is slightly more
creepy - their members smile, are
polite, but apparently have no ideas
of their own to offer. We could dub
them the ‘Stepford Trots’, perhaps.
This should be odd on the left,
when you think about it. I’m typical
of most leftwingers when it comes
to marches and other events we
organise. I stagger home postdemo weighed down by leaflets,
pamphlets and papers - including
some that might be regarded as a
bit esoteric. Thus, you would think
that a cohort of young SA members
- still relatively new to the Marxist
left - would be positively eager to
read, think about and get outraged
by the different political tendencies
hawking their brands.
Alas, no. Unfortunately, this sort
of wilful political ignorance seems
to be in the marrow of the SA and
similar organisations. It is not,
however, anything to do with the
true culture of Marxism, let alone
the inquisitive, challenging nature of
youth. Sadly, this apolitical, dumbeddown sectarianism has been taught
to them by their leaders.
A personal example here. I
remember being on a demo in the
mid-90s, where SA had a decent
showing. I was explicitly told by
some of the more open and naive

SA youngsters I approached with my
clutch of Weekly Workers that they
have been strongly warned by older
cadre not to “waste our time” reading
other groups’ material. They relayed
this to me in a friendly, relaxed, nonantagonistic way. They simply knew
it was right. They were energetic and
full of confidence. They didn’t seem
to be nervously glancing over their
shoulders in case leading SAer Alan
Woods was bearing down on them
with steam screaming out of his ears
and SA orthodoxy out of his mouth.
They simply were not interested in
any set of ideas.
I’d be interested if other readers
have any views on this. I should
emphasise that I don’t single
Socialist Appeal out as the worst of
the offenders. In relative terms, SA
is comparatively civilised. Many
moons past, I earwigged an SWP
hack breathlessly explaining to a
few of their young recruits that they
should never interact with the Weekly
Worker under any circumstances,
as we are Stalinists, racists,
Islamophobes and likely to be in the
pay of the state. With the SWP, these
sorts of crude verbal provocations
are not infrequently preludes to
physical attacks, as many comrades
from a wide variety of political
backgrounds will testify.
A defining feature of left political
sects is the way they confine and
regulate the reading/areas of interest
of the membership. This doesn’t have
to be explicitly censorial in a crude
way. Take the SWP’s Alex Callinicos.
The rank and file are disciplined
by the exhausting imperative of the
next crucial demo, the next ‘really,
really’ important meeting, etc. If you
question for a moment the political
content of the work that SWP grunts
are undertaking, you become a
problem. Indeed, if the intervention
is a flop - you become the problem.
That is, the person who helped
bugger up this hugely important
initiative, making you culpable for a
new wave of awful things happening
in the world.
This culture explains why the
SWP has such a dizzy turnover rate
and why some of the meekest and
mildest of people you will ever meet
in our movement have been hounded
out of the organisation, pursued by
curses and threats.
As far as SA is concerned,
however, I think it’s a combination of
things: peer pressure; the imperatives
of day-to-day work; a deference to a
more experienced leadership with
a long genealogy to draw on and
which projects itself as loyal to the
right dead Russians, implacably
against the wrong dead Russians,
etc. These cultural prohibitions are
internalised: members self-censor
as a reflection of their loyalty to the
‘party’ (which, in turn, is projected as
loyalty to revolutionary continuity,
the Russian Revolution, the future
of humankind, etc). Put another way,
loyalty to the group becomes loyalty
to Marxism itself.
This insularity can manifest itself
in mildly absurd foolishness, such as
the Socialist Appeal comrades being
taught that it is a misdemeanour
(at least) to read the material of
other left political organisations.
However, while the SA’s culture is
no way as unhealthy as the SWP’s
or the (now defunct?) Spartacists,
it is still a species of sectarianism.
As I mentioned, Socialist Appeal
is just one of the four organisations
proscribed by the Labour leadership.
Yet the statement released by SA
condemning
Starmer’s
attack
neglected to name any organisation
that had been barred as part of the
gathering attack on the left as a
whole.
An oversight? Sadly not, I fear.

The leaders of the sects that litter
our political landscape seem to
think if they don’t mention rivals
and don’t engage with their ideas
in any meaningful way, this makes
their sect stronger. In fact, they bring
the whole notion of Marxism into
disrepute.
Gerald Wiley
email

Defending Stalin

I am grateful to Gerry Downing and
Jim Nelson for their letters (August
5) in response to mine (July 29).
However, I think both Gerry and
Jim miss the significance of my
comments on Oleg Khlevniuk’s
research and book. The whole ‘Kirov
leading a moderate opposition to
Stalin’ line was the basis of the
counterfactual argument against the
central case that the so-called Great
Purge 1937-38 was primarily about
taking out internal and external
enemies prior to the war in 1941. It
was adopted wholesale by western
Sovietologists, historians and, it
seems, Trotskyists as well.
Much
to
my
personal
disappointment - as I said, I might
have supported such a moderate,
democratic,
consolidationist
opposition - Khlevniuk finds no
evidence whatsoever for any of this
theory’s key elements. So, if the
main accepted ‘explanation’ of the
Great Purge falls away, what is left?
Although I reject Khlevniuk’s
anti-Sovietism and anti-communism,
I am bound, given his research
and evidence, to accept his overall
conclusion that the Great Purge was
brought about precisely because
of the deteriorating international
situation and the need to take out
the Nazi and fascist fifth columns,
which had been cultivated prior to
the invasion. Yes, Stalin also used
this as an opportunity to consolidate
his own personal power by purging
the upper and middle ranks of the
Communist Party of the Soviet
Union. But we need to separate out
the primary purpose of the Great
Purge - to root out genuine external
and internal enemies - from the
secondary purpose used by Stalin to
consolidate his power.
Simple fact: there were no
fifth columns and limited internal
counterrevolutionary
opposition
by the time Germany invaded in
1941. So, had they never existed,
contrary to Nazi German practice
on every other single occasion, to
weaken from within, soften up, stoke
up internal conflict and division,
countries targeted for invasion? Or
had they in fact been destroyed, as
Khlevniuk reluctantly concludes,
through the Great Purge?
At the time, there was considerable
international acceptance that the
Moscow trials in the late 30s were
genuine and the defendants guilty as
charged. Even Bukharin supported
the verdicts and sentences against
Kamenev and Zinoviev! There was
no evidence that the defendants had
been subject to any form of physical
abuse, nor drugged, hypnotised or not
in full possession of their faculties.
Could they have been in any doubt
whatsoever that, should they be
found guilty of conspiring with the
external enemy to overthrow the
Soviet regime prior to invasion, they
would be sentenced to the supreme
penalty? The notion they confessed
under promises of clemency is
laughable.
Gerry claims there is no evidence
of the external conspiracies and the
fifth columns in the Soviet files.
This is simply not true. As Slava
Katamidze writes, “To believe that
the majority of those imprisoned or
shot by the NKVD in those years
are ‘innocent’ is offensive to the

memory of the dead, because it
downplays the importance of the
whole underground movement that
had taken place and was growing
day by day in Soviet Russia” (Loyal
comrades, ruthless killers: the secret
services of the USSR 1917-1991
Cheltenham 2003, p52). Opposition
to the ruling party and regime took
various forms. Besides the political
struggle in the party and the soviets,
there was collaboration with émigré
White forces and cooperation
with foreign intelligence services.
Sections of the population regarded
the Bolsheviks as having “carried
out a hostile and cruel occupation
of their land and resorted to acts of
sabotage and wrecking of industrial
and agricultural equipment” (p42).
This book utilises precisely officially
released Soviet and Russian files,
plus extensive interviews with
Soviet commanders, western and
Soviet spies and first-hand accounts
from those involved.
The commission of the CPSU
central committee set up by Mikhail
Gorbachev with the intention of
finding Bukharin innocent was
unable to find any evidence of
innocence at all. The February 1988
decree of the Soviet supreme court
which declared Bukharin innocent,
including the claim that he had been
forced to make a false confession,
has never been published and
remains secret to this day. Surely
if the commission had found no
evidence either of guilt or innocence,
this would have been published?
Why the continued secrecy?
Gerry quotes a long diatribe
against Grover Furr. So what? Did I
mention Furr? I am not a fan of Furr
and have only read one of his many
books, Khrushchev lied. I first heard
Khrushchev’s speech as a young
boy and recall being shocked by the
devastating facts: eg, that “of the
139 members and candidates of the
central committee who were elected
at the 17th Congress, 98 persons
- ie, 70% - were arrested and shot
(mostly in 1937-1938). The same
fate met not only central committee
members, but also the majority of the
delegates to the 17th Party Congress.
Of 1,966 delegates with either voting
or advisory rights, 1,108 persons
were arrested on charges of antirevolutionary crimes.” I naively
thought Furr, as claimed in the cover,
would disprove all of Khrushchev’s
allegations, but he just accepts all
this was factual.
For me, this was Stalin’s personal
power grab carried out on the back
of the centralised operations targeted
at the enemies of Soviet power.
The Great Purge was deliberately
back-drafted into the party and this
was the genuinely tragic part of the
whole episode. The coup d’état was
never completed, however. I think
Stalin never intended to remove the
CPSU - just make it subordinate to
his personal will. His plans to purge
the older leadership through the
creation of a much larger political
bureau at the 19th CPSU Congress in
1952 showed he still worked within
the party. Khrushchev’s ultimate rise
to personal power was on the back
of his position as first secretary of
the party against the other military,
security and industrial power centres,
which one might have assumed were
dominant.
Gerry quotes Stalin’s interview in
1936. So Mr Stalin in an interview
with the western press did not openly
declare he was in favour of the
overthrow of ‘their’ imperialism and
capitalism! Devastating … not! He
would have been pretty foolish and
reckless to have done so, neither of
which Stalin was. Plus, he had a very
wry sense of humour. Remember the
comment about British socialism

being possible under the head of
a hereditary feudal/aristocratic
monarchy? Oh, sorry, Gerry, you
think he was serious!
Andrew Northall
Kettering

Boris and miners

Given the destruction and virtual
proscription of the coal industry and
the end of the National Union of
Mineworkers as a functioning union,
Boris doubtless thought he could
get away with a quick dance on our
graves without comeback.
What the buffoon didn’t realise is
that the coal communities are still there
and form the bedrock of many former
industrial areas of the north, and Wales
and Scotland. These communities are
the most impoverished and neglected
communities of the entire country and that entirely due to the 10 years
of pit closures launched by Thatcher
and Major. The struggles against
those closures and in defence of the
community and trade unionism are
still very much alive in the coalfield
areas, the attacks on miners being
the most important part of many
people’s legacy, which lives on in
the deprivation of children and even
grandchildren. So, claiming the
industrial genocide of the Thatcher
period as a victory for ecology and
a greener necessary step to a brave
new world was always going to be
explosive.
But this was no ‘easy kep’ for
Labour, who have tried like hell to put
as much clear green water between
where they stand now on industry,
coal, steel, manufacture and all that
dirty stuff and where they purported
to back then. I’m surprised they didn’t
respond by saying, ‘But we closed
more pits than you, and we did nothing
to save them in 13 years and have
blocked the sole endeavour to reopen
one.’ So they confined themselves to
the ‘insensitivity’ of boasting about the
closures, not questioning the logic or
necessity of that programme. Instead,
they challenged the fact that Maggie’s
war on the miners was purely against
trade unionism and nothing to do with
green agendas. But is that true?
In 1974 a Tory think tank had
sat down to draw up a strategy of
disarming and taming the NUM
(Labour did the same, but that is
another, if related, story). The result
was the Ridley plan of 1978. The
relevant part of that programme was to
recognise that something in the order
of 90% of the power grid was coalpowered, and that coal power was
mined and supplied by 100% militant
union miners. Breaking the power
of the miners as strategic suppliers
of power to all industry was crucial.
At the time the only alternative to
coal power, was (and to large extent
still is) nuclear energy. But nuclear
was deeply unpopular. It seems
unbelievable now, but Greenpeace
and the Green Party stood in alliance
with the NUM in supporting coal
power - albeit our plans for clean coal
power against nuclear energy. We
had a joint organisation which was
pro coal and anti-nuke called ‘Energy
2000’.
Thatcher was alive to the new
global catastrophe of CO2 and
global warming theories, which were
starting to emerge. She saw in these
the way to beat coal and crank up
if not a love of, then an acceptance
of, nuclear energy as a bright, clean
energy source, which incidentally
would break the near monopoly of
coal power and with it the power of
the NUM. They haven’t looked back,
with leading greens becoming the
new disciples of nuclear and the great
enemies of all things coal. The irony
was that, while the public attack on
the coal industry was largely based
around some dubious economic
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evaluations about ‘unprofitable’ coal
mines, the cost of nuclear energy was
never a consideration - nor was the
environmental cost and potential for
mass disaster.
The Greens rapidly targeted coal as
public enemy number one, and when
we now demonstrate for the revival
of at least essential steel coal mines,
it is invariably the Greens we find
demonstrating against the mines and
miners’ jobs. We chant about them
being “Maggie Thatcher’s fan club”.
So in short the link is there. It’s just
that its an embarrassment for Labour,
who have now embraced the whole
climate CO2 anti-industry formulae
and don’t wish to see their energy
policy linked to Thatcher. But it is.
This comes at a time when
Boris has just rejected the all-party
parliamentary committee findings on
the government theft of £4.4 billion of
the miners pension fund and decided
that, whatever he thinks of the miners,
he loves the pension money that
should belong to us.
So how will this play out in his ‘red
wall’ seats? Not well. Already there
are screams from the new wave of
Tory MPs in coalfield and industrial
seats. This traditional ‘Stamp on the
workers’, ‘Bash the miners’ stuff has
revived old hatreds, which in reality
never went away. Only the most antiworking class, liberal cretin thinks
that those fools who voted Tory last
time actually had become Tories
or supported them in any way. The
working class vote for the Tories was
in fact a vote against ‘remain’ Labour
and a second referendum, which
the liberals and the Blairites had
imposed on the party and the election
programme. It sent Jeremy to certain
political death - and maybe in part
that was its intention. The idea was
to ditch the traditional working class
horny-handed sons and daughters of
toil and industry and concentrate on
a new, liberal middle class, ‘remain’,
woke constituency.
In theory after this debacle Labour
could have far more raw class war
meat to stir up the traditional areas, but
could they sustain it, while expelling
the members and tendencies of the
left with any sincerity or conviction?
Doubtful.
The Intergovernmental Panel
on Climate Change has, of course,
just hoyed another log on the fire of
man-made climate change, so maybe
Maggie will be seen even more as a
visionary. What is certain in my view
is that if you wish to reduce CO2
emissions, it cannot and will not be
done by stopping coal production and
consumption. Coal is the goose that
lays the golden eggs of social and
economic development for billions
of impoverished and underdeveloped
peoples and countries. China, India,
Indochina, Africa ... So the only
solution to that conundrum is cleancoal technology and carbon capture
and storage (CCS).
The Don Valley plan for Hatfield
Main colliery had the capacity to
generate the cheapest power in the
country with coal and a CCS system
which removed 100% of CO2
emissions plus 90% of all others.
The Chinese were very interested in
adopting this technology and the result
of that would have been a virtual end
to the problem. But the Tories pulled
the plug on it and walked away.
Clean coal is still coal, and it
would be mined by union miners and
that was and is the target: not so much
CO2.
David John Douglass
email

Keep ’em out

In a gushing letter Pete McLaren
exhibits a big virtue signal (August
5). Apparently Rugby Trade Unionist
and Socialist Alliance - what, all six
of them? - deplore Rugby council’s
decision not to welcome ‘asylumseekers’ with open arms. The

overwhelming majority of these
people are not asylum-seekers in any
meaningful way - the current influx
of boaters from France, for instance.
Only in the mind of the regressive
left can France be deemed an unsafe
environment.
In Leicester a long-term national
scandal is the garment industry,
mainly controlled by organised
crime, where workers are being paid
as little as £1.50 an hour. Nail bars
and car wash businesses are also
notorious for paying ludicrously
low wages. A problem here is that
many of these outfits are owned by
immigrants and critics do not want
to be called ‘racist’. Shades of the
Muslim rape gang scandal.
Whether he likes it or not
McLaren is acting as an apologist
for people-traffickers, drug-dealers
and ruthless organised crime. Instead
of his Potemkin Village Tusc he
needs to start thinking about the
consequences of his words. Allowing
in yet more immigrants will reduce
wages even further.
Immigration will be a major
issue immune to the cackling of the
‘left’ about open borders. It is quite
obvious that within a perhaps shorter
period than we might imagine
we will experience mass internal
migration, as global warming makes
many parts of Britain uninhabitable.
Will these people be given priority
over external immigrants?! Whole
countries may literally disappear,
creating many millions of climate
refugees. Is the plan to allow all of
these people into Europe, thereby
destroying the continent itself, or
will at least some of us be able to
face up to reality? The ‘Love and
peace, we love everybody’ message
is fine for the vacuous celebrities, but
in the real world just will not cut it.
Brian Donaldson
email

Abandon ship

It seems that comrade Eddie Ford
has gone over to a climate change
version of the ‘abandon ship’ theory
(‘At the tipping point’, August 5). I
have previously argued that, “barring
nuclear war, the coming energy crisis
will force the ruling class to begin the
process of abandoning capitalism, in
the same way that people abandon
a sinking ship which cannot be
saved” (Letters, September 4 2020).
And now comrade Ford asks, can
the bourgeoisie be forced to adopt
climate socialism?
These are important questions.
Whether the bourgeoisie are forced
to break with capitalism because of
an energy crisis, as I suggest in the
abandon ship theory, or whether it is a
climate crisis which forces the break
is actually a secondary question. The
important thing to remember is that
there are no laws of history which
say that the bourgeoisie, or the elite,
can’t break with capitalism and
go over to socialism of one sort or
another.
Ford argues that the ruling
class have no problem with state
intervention, and points to the “war
socialism” of the German high
command in 1916, and Britain’s
version of it during World War II,
when Labour members of the
National Government exercised
tremendous powers on the home
front to intervene in the economy.
This point is important, because an
energy or climate crisis would lead to
a wartime-like situation, especially
in the case of the former.
The ‘abandon ship’ theory is
based on Marx’s argument in the
Communist manifesto that during a
serious crisis of the system a small
section of the ruling class turns left
and joins the revolutionary class.
However, writing in the 19th century,
Marx wasn’t aware that capitalism
could face a serious energy or
climate crisis, which would force the

supporters of capitalism and the free
market to abandon the system. What
the theory does is to turn Marx’s
argument about a small section of the
ruling class breaking from capitalism
into its opposite: most will break
from it.
If we treat Marxism as a religion
rather than as a product of dialectical
reasoning, it may be hard for some
to envisage the bourgeoisie breaking
from capitalism and adopting
socialism. The bourgeoisie, like
everything else, is also subject to
dialectical laws: ie, contradiction and
the transformation of something into
its opposite. This is how it’s possible
to envisage the bourgeoisie breaking
with capitalism and going over to
socialism if the situation is serious
and protracted enough.
I would argue that if it is possible
for the bourgeoisie to abandon
capitalism, this would change the
relationship between the working
class and the bourgeoisie - from
an antagonistic contradiction, as
Mao would say, to a relationship
which becomes a non-antagonistic
contradiction. But class collaboration
is nothing new and can take either
a negative or positive form. For
instance, we had class collaboration
in Britain to see off the Nazi threat,
and rightly so - although no doubt
there would have been some ultraleftists preaching a plague on both
your houses: ie, ‘revolutionary
defeatism’.
What we can say for certain is that
the system is due to face the greatest
crisis since the industrial revolution.
The choice facing the bourgeoisie
will be either to progressively
abandon capitalism or face societal
collapse. This is unlikely to be
like the French revolution, where
reforms started quite peacefully,
but soon faced increasing resistance
from the aristocracy, thus triggering
the violence and bloodshed which
followed. Which class today is going
to defend private ownership of the
means of production, when it no
longer works?
If the ‘abandon ship’ theory
works, we will face a reformrevolution process and the British
road to socialism is likely to be
through parliamentary democracy,
with the Labour Party playing the
key role. Thus winning this party
and the general population to
support democratic socialism is the
most important task. In the case of
the working class we are pushing
against an open door, which Lenin
realised when he wrote in What is to
be done?: it is spontaneously social
democratic (ie, socialist).
The problem for the left is that
socialism, like society as a whole,
contains two basic tendencies: a
totalitarian, bureaucratic tendency
and a democratic tendency. This
is the main contradiction and in
every socialist revolution these two
tendencies fight for ascendancy,
with the bureaucratic tendency
usually winning the struggle for
various reasons, including the
lack of a democratic tradition in
the society concerned. What we
need to remember is that if events
force the bourgeoisie to break from
capitalism, this class may well
serve to reinforce the bureaucratic
tendency, which already exists
within socialism.
This makes it even more
important for communists to argue
the case for a democratic socialist
society, because the only alternative
is a totalitarian, bureaucratic form
of socialism - the point Orwell was
making in 1984. In that book the
totalitarian tendency won, but the
totalitarianism in Orwell’s novel
is a small fare compared to what is
possible now with the advance of
technology.
Tony Clark
For a Democratic Socialist Society

ACTION

Online Communist University

Saturday August 14 to Sunday August 22: See page 11 for full
details, including all 27 sessions.
Organised by Communist Party of Great Britain and Labour Party
Marxists: communistuniversity.uk/cu2021-summer.

Say no to US military drone tests

Saturday August 14, 12 noon: Protest outside RAF Waddington,
High Dike, Waddington LN5. Thousands of innocent civilians have
been killed in US drone strikes. US company General Atomics
conducts test flights of its Predator drone from RAF Waddington.
Organised by UK Drone Watch: dronewars.net/nousdronetests.

Give Puma the boot

Saturday August 14, 12 noon: Protest outside JD Sports, Queen
Street, Cardiff CF10. Tell Puma to stop supporting Israeli apartheid
and end their sponsorship of the Israel Football Association.
Organised by Cardiff Palestine Solidarity Campaign:
www.facebook.com/events/1336774133385578.

Jarrow rebel town festival

Saturday August 28, 11am: Parade, speeches and musicians.
Assemble pedestrian tunnel, Tyne Street, Jarrow NE32. Led by
Felling Silver Band. Speakers include David John Douglass and
Arthur Scargill.
Organised by Follonsby Miners Lodge Banner Heritage and
Community Association: www.facebook.com/FollonsbyBanner.

Bans and proscriptions: how to fight them

Saturday August 28, 6pm: Online meeting for members of Labour
Against the Witchhunt. Agenda includes a proposal for LAW to join
the ‘Unite the Left’ initiative, reactions to the Unite election result
and plans for LAW’s intervention at the Labour Party conference.
Organised by Labour Against the Witchhunt:
www.labouragainstthewitchhunt.org.

Walk the Tyne for Palestine

Sunday August 29, 11am: Leisurely seven-mile river walk
fundraiser. Meet at The Keelman, Grange Road, Newburn NE15.
Organised by Newcastle Palestine Solidarity Campaign:
www.facebook.com/events/318699036381601.

1971 TUC and the Industrial Relations Act

Thursday September 9, 7pm: Online discussion marking 50
years since the TUC voted to instruct unions to defy the Industrial
Relations Act and to resist its restrictions on the right to strike.
Speakers: John Hendy QC and Carolyn Jones (Institute of
Employment Rights). Register free.
Organised by Marx Memorial Library:
www.marx-memorial-library.org.uk/events.

Wigan Diggers Festival

Saturday September 11, 11am to 9.30pm: Open-air free festival,
The Wiend, Wigan WN1. Commemorating Gerrard Winstanley and
the 17th century Diggers movement with music and political stalls.
Organised by Wigan Diggers Festival:
www.facebook.com/WiganDiggersFestival.

Youth and student school for Palestine

Saturday September 11 and Sunday September 12: Weekend
school, Resource for London, 356 Holloway Road, London N7.
Become an organiser in the campaign for Palestinian rights.
£5 to enrol. Organised by Palestine Solidarity Campaign:
www.facebook.com/events/2749965855127210.

National Shop Stewards Network

Sunday September 12, 12 noon: Online pre-TUC rally. The
pandemic has delivered a bosses’ offensive, including ‘fire and
rehire’, union-busting, a public-sector pay freeze and further
austerity. Hear from union leaders and workers how the class has
fought back with a strike wave that has seen important victories.
Speakers include Sarah Woolley, BFAWU general secretary.
Organised by National Shop Stewards Network:
www.facebook.com/events/369079554731343.

Resist DSEI: stop arming Israel

Events organised by Palestine Solidarity Campaign and Stop The
Arms Fair:
Sunday September 12, 1pm: Demonstration. Assemble Forest Lane
Park, Forest Gate, London E7. Protest against the DSEI arms fair,
where exhibitors include companies supplying Israel with weapons
to maintain military control over the Palestinian people.
www.facebook.com/events/132054725662203.
Thursday September 16, 6.30pm: Protest rally, Royal
Victoria Square (near ExCeL), Western Gateway, London E16.
Commemorating the victims of Israel’s violence though speeches,
spoken word and other creative performances.
www.facebook.com/events/373311987715525.

20 years of the War on Terror

Saturday September 18, 3pm: Political and cultural event to
mark 20 years of struggle against imperialist war, Conway Hall,
25 Red Lion Square, London WC1. Speakers and artists include
Mark Rylance, Alexei Sayle, Lowkey, Tariq Ali, Salma Yaqoob and
Jeremy Corbyn. Tickets £10.
Organised by Stop the War Coalition:
www.facebook.com/events/215794473744428.

CPGB wills

Remember the CPGB and keep the struggle going. Put our party’s
name and address, together with the amount you wish to leave, in
your will. If you need further help, do not hesitate to contact us.

Weekly Worker summer break

There will be no issue on August 19 or August 26.
The next edition will be published on Thursday September 2.
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CLIMATE

Code red for humanity

The IPCC report is out and what it says is grim, says Eddie Ford: major climate change is ‘inevitable’
and ‘irreversible’. Objective circumstances cry out for the left to agitate, educate and organise around a
far‑reaching minimum programme to prepare the working class to take power on a global scale

E

ight years in the making, the
Intergovernmental
Panel
on Climate Change sixth
assessment report was finally
published this week.1 Mandated
by the United Nations to provide
“objective scientific information”
relevant to understanding humaninduced climate change, the study
marshals the work of thousands
of scientists throughout the world
and near countless peer-reviewed
studies.
In turn, the report’s summary
was reviewed by representatives
from 195 countries and will form
the basis for negotiations at the
Cop26 global climate conference,
which will take place in Glasgow
in November. Each country is
required to come to the conference
with “fresh plans” to reduce
greenhouse gas emissions to a
level that will limit global heating
to no more than 1.5°C above preindustrial levels. This, of course,

is the stated ambition of the 2015
Paris agreement on climate change
and a goal that the IPCC reckons is
still possible - but “only just”; and
only if “urgent action” is agreed
upon in the run-up to and during
Cop26. That is an awful lot of ifs
and buts, which hardly fills you
with confidence for the future.
Encouragingly,
in
some
respects, the IPCC managed to
override the objections of the
Saudi Arabian government - which
unsurprisingly took issue with a lot
of the report’s wording, seeking
to replace references to “carbon
emissions” with “greenhouse gas
emissions”, and so on. No doubt
other governments too had all
manner of complaints and doubts
(whether genuine or venal), as
there is always a tension between
what scientists are saying needs
to be done and what governments
are actually willing to do. But
“the science prevailed” in the

Sea levels will rise, fresh
water lakes will shrink,
even with government
action to limit temperature
rises to the 1.5°C agreed in
Paris

sixth report, as one person put it
- meaning that the IPCC’s finding
were predictably grim. The starkly
worded report said human-induced
warming was “unequivocally”
the cause of rapid changes to the
climate. In fact, says the IPCC,
it is “code red for humanity”,
as human activity is changing
the Earth’s climate in ways
“unprecedented” in thousands - or
hundreds of thousands - of years.
Some of the changes, we further
read, are likely to be “inevitable”
and “irreversible” over centuries
or millennia - including sea level
rises, the melting of Arctic ice and
the acidification of the oceans.
Total warming is “dominated by
past and future carbon emissions”,
states the report, but urgent cuts
must also be made to the shorterlived (but more potent) pollutant,
methane - as it absorbs roughly 25
times more heat than carbon dioxide.
Methane is released primarily

through gas/oil production and,
of course, cattle farming. That
is, supplying vast amounts of
relatively cheap beef to the western
world, which mistakenly believes
that it is a key source of nutritional
sustenance. In 2018, there were
an estimated one billion head of
cattle worldwide - an increase of
6.5 million over the previous year with meat production likely to rise,
not fall. Beef exported from the
US alone in 2018 was worth $7.3
billion, so we are talking about
big business. Unfortunately for the
planet, the constant farting of the
cattle generates between 250 and
500 litres of methane per day each.
But, whatever happens to
emissions, we will definitely hit
1.5°C in the next two decades,
concludes the IPCC - we are at
the tipping point, if not beyond it.
Every fraction of a degree of further
heating is likely to compound
the accelerating effects: quantity
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turns into quality. Keeping to that
1.5°C target, preventing runaway
climate breakdown, will require
“immediate, rapid and largescale reductions” in emissions of which there is no sign to date.
Even cutting emissions, but only
at a slower rate, would lead to 2°C
and significantly more suffering
for all life on Earth. It is a literal
race against time. If emissions
do not fall in the next couple of
decades, then 3°C of heating looks
likely - an utter catastrophe. And
if they do not fall at all, the report
continues, then we are on track for
around 4°C to 5°C - representing
the apocalypse, or as near as damn
it. Even more scarily, the report
outlines a “very high” emissions
scenario that sees levels triple
from where they are now. In which
case, warming could reach 5.7°C
higher by 2100. In the opinion of
Tim Palmer, a professor of climate
physics at Oxford University, if we
do not radically halt our emissions
soon, our planet could well become
“some kind of hell on Earth”.2
As the report emphasises, there
are no cliff-edges to the climate
crisis - each tonne of carbon
pumped out increases the impact
and risk of extreme heat, floods and
droughts, which means that every
tonne of carbon matters. Therefore,
in that sense, it will never be too
late to act. But even if the capitalist
class internationally somehow
manages to get its act together by
drastically reducing emissions, the
climate will not return to the more
moderate weather patterns we have
been used to in most parts of the
world. Even in a 1.5°C warmer
world there will be an increase in
the number of “unprecedented”
weather events. Disasters such as
floods and heatwaves are expected
to become more frequent and
intense.

Patterns

There have been plenty of
graphic examples recently of
changing global patterns. Major
fires in Greece and Turkey, not
to mention the north-west USA
and British Colombia - where at
one point it hit 47.9°C. This is
all part of a worldwide pattern of
record temperatures. Alongside
that we have had devastating
flooding in western Germany
and Belgium, which has exposed
the inadequacies of their flood
defences - and inevitably led to
political recriminations. If things
were not bad enough, we have the
melting of the permafrost. Smoke
from raging forest fires in Siberia
has reached the North Pole for the
first time in recorded history, with
record high temperatures and the
blazes worsening.
Then there is the alarming
report from the Potsdam Institute
about a possible collapse of
the Gulf Stream.3 According to
their research, they found “an
almost complete loss of stability
over the last century” of the
currents that researchers call the
“Atlantic meridional overturning
circulation”. These currents are
already at their slowest point in
at least 1,600 years, but the new
analysis indicates they may be
nearing a shutdown. The normally
temperate British Isles would
clearly be affected: given that
we are on the same latitude as
Labrador and Siberia, our winter
weather could get very cold.
Without doubt, climate and
the environment are very much
at the top of the political agenda
today (though not that long ago
you were dismissed as a crank, or
worse, for raising these issues).
Hence the front-page headline in
The Observer proclaiming, “We’re
on the brink of catastrophe” -

quoting the UK minister in charge
of the Cop26 talks, Alok Sharma,
saying that humanity is “getting
dangerously close” to running out
of time on the climate question.
It does have to be said that these
comments are more interesting
than the tiresome ‘scandal’ about
him flying to 30 countries in the
past seven months, as if it would
have made any difference if it had
been 37 countries, seven or none.
Any more than cutting a loaf of
bread in half and putting the rest in
the freezer.
Anyhow, how is it going to
be tackled? As Marxists, we
understand that a capitalist society
with production for profit is the
major driver for many of the
changes in the climate - if not the
main determining factor. For many
on the left, reasonably enough,
capitalism is simply unable to
deal with the question. That can
only come from the working
class movement and a socialist
transformation of society - not just
in one country, but over a wide area
of the world. However, not even
capitalist politicians are so blind
they cannot see that something must
be done. But, having said that, there
is an entirely legitimate discussion
about whether governments such
as the Tories could ever carry out
a programme that would provide
major, significant amelioration of
the climate crisis - after all, that
would obviously require a drastic
restructuring of society to restrict
the average rise in temperatures.
Therefore, the reasoning goes, the
Tories will just let it rip. A leopard
can never change its spots. We are
doomed.
But, as we have recently seen
with the Covid pandemic, or World
War II before that, in times of dire
emergency the capitalist ruling
class will be quite prepared to
suspend the law of value, allowing
the state to carry out actions which
restrict or curtail the actions of
capitalism in order to maintain the
system as a whole. This paper has
written about the way the Tories
in Britain, and other governments
as well, have introduced a type
of ‘Covid socialism’ roughly
equivalent to the ‘war socialism’
brought about by the German
high command during World
War I - ie, the use of state power
and state planning to deal with the
emergency. The development of
the Oxford AstraZeneca vaccine
is a good example of such Covid
socialism, pursued on a non-profit
basis.
In terms of the general interest
- particularly the general capitalist
interest - governments will take
what are usually regarded as
extreme measures. Thus the
spectacle of the chancellor, Rishi
Sunak, openly talking about
tearing up the economic textbooks,
and all the rest of it. Doing what is
necessary. Keeping all options on
the table. Thinking the unthinkable.
Communists do not discount the
idea that this could happen with the
climate emergency. After all, we
all have to live on the same planet
(even if Elon Musk would like to
live and die on Mars).
However, we have no illusions
about any climate socialism
introduced by capitalist states (or
for that matter the CPC regime in
China). As with war socialism it
will likely see severe restrictions
on democratic rights, attempts to
drive down living standards, along
with massive corruption and plenty
of illicit profits. Nor will such
a climate socialism peacefully,
smoothly, evolve into proletarian
socialism.
Whether the 195 countries
signed up to Cop26 can really
get their act together is, though,

highly problematic. The capitalist
system is riven with contradiction
from the bottom to the top. Out of
self-interest China, India, Brazil,
Australia are all dragging their feet
on carbon measures. Meanwhile
the US and its close allies at the
pinnacle of the imperial pyramid
bleed the so-called third world
white through unequal exchange,
gouging interest rates, giving
citizenship to kleptocrats and
their ill-gotten lucre, imposing
horrendous IMF and World Bank
‘restructuring’ programmes, etc.
Hence the likely possibility that
what we will see coming from
Glasgow will be a mixture of empty
gestures, fudges and the floating of
pseudo-solutions - a danger which
communists must seek to expose.
Such as the notion promoted by
Sir David King, former chief
scientific advisor to the Tony Blair
government, of refreezing the
Arctic by placing a giant artificial
white cloud cover over the place
during the three summer months.
This could well have adverse - if
not disastrous - side-effects.
The same probably does not
apply to the idea of putting specially
designed microbes in the guts of
cattle, through a process known as
enteric fermentation. The claim is
that these microbes decompose and
ferment the plant materials eaten
by the animals - thus reducing the
pressure that can build up, as this
gas is produced.4 From farting to
burping. Meanwhile, the whole
crazy and grossly inefficient
system of cattle farming remains in
place. Grain is grown not to feed
humans, but cattle.
Likewise with the big push for
carbon neutrality through electric
cars - ignore the extra demand for
electricity and costs of producing
them, and the batteries - the whole
car economy is left intact. Instead
of restructuring the geography of
home and work and going for free
urban transport, electric cars are
seen as a business opportunity and
sold as a panacea.
Another danger to look out for
is the attempt to treat combatting
runaway climate change as simply
a matter of individual choice.
Things will be better if each of us
changes our particular behaviour
- like our diets, driving less or
not going on foreign holidays.
Personal sacrifices. The more
draconian, or anti-human, form of
this individualism - the flipside -

is to believe that we will have to
sacrifice sections of the population.
Not with a murder programme,
obviously, but by a type of
Malthusianism that says there are
far too many people: in fact, human
beings are the problem. You must
have heard it a thousand times from
pub bores.

Programme

Of
course,
our
communist
approach is the diametric opposite
- it is about the relationship of
humanity to nature and the radical
reconfiguring of that relationship.
Our worldview is predicated on that
understanding. These problems are
global and interlinked: the action
(or inaction) of one government
in one part of the world can have
a tremendous impact on other parts
seemingly far away - negatively
and positively. We urgently need
coordinated international action.
Any form of national socialism or
parochialism is worse than useless.
Another thing that is crystalclear, alas, is that the working class
is far from ready to take power
globally - not even in one country.
But that only stresses the absolute
necessity of fighting for the
minimum programme that defends
the interests of the working class
and hence humanity in general - one
that can transform the working class
from a class in itself to a class for
itself by building a mass Communist
Party. We need to agitate, educate
and organise for this programme
and party. Communists realise that
protest politics, which there will
undoubtedly be at Glasgow, and
indeed globally, are insufficient
- praiseworthy though they may
be. We need to go beyond protest
politics.
Stopping
runaway
climate
change can only reliably be done
through socialist transformation
on a global scale. Otherwise the
chances are that problems will only
get worse and human civilisation
itself will be put into jeopardy l
eddie.ford@weeklyworker.co.uk

Notes
1. ipcc.ch/report/ar6/wg1/downloads/report/

IPCC_AR6_WGI_Full_Report.pdf.
2. ox.ac.uk/news/2021-08-09-oxford-climatescientists-no-doubt-about-climate-change.
3. theguardian.com/environment/2021/
aug/05/climate-crisis-scientists-spot-warningsigns-of-gulf-stream-collapse.
4. bbc.com/future/article/20190806-howvaccines-could-fix-our-problem-with-cowemissions.

Fighting fund

Summer break

S

everal magnificent donations
have seen the Weekly Worker
fighting fund total for August
soar in time for this issue - the
final one before our annual twoweek summer break.
Pride of place goes to comrade
JC, who donated a fantastic
£400 (!) by bank transfer, while
comrade GB contributed £85 by
the same method. Then there
were five PayPal donations from
SB, MF and RL (£50 each), as
well as BH and MH (£10).
There were also seven standing
orders from HN (£30), BO, DV
and GD (£25 each), NR (£18),
MM and SM (£10 each). Finally
comrade Hassan made his usual
cash donations - two of them,
totalling £15.
All that comes to a brilliant
£813, taking our running total
for August up to £1,174 after
just 11 days. So we seem to be
well on track not only to reach
our £2,000 target, but also to
make up for last month’s £185

deficit. But a word of warning
- you won’t have me to remind
you again before the end of the
month.
That’s because, as I said, we’re
about to start our two weeks in
August when there’s no Weekly
Worker! Next week, of course,
it’s the annual Communist
University (see p11) and the
following week our team will be
taking a much deserved break!
So when you next read my
words of wisdom it will be in
three weeks time. But I really
hope I’ll be able to report on
September 2 that we smashed
through that £2K barrier. Why
not follow the example of some
of this week’s donors to help
make sure we do?! I look forward
to receiving your donations l
Robbie Rix
Fill in a standing order form
(back page), donate via our
website, or send cheques,
payable to Weekly Worker
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IRAN

Centrality of class independence

Khomeini and the clergy completely outmanoeuvred the left. But it need not have been that way. In his
second and concluding article on the role of oil workers in the 1979 revolution, Peyman Jafari stresses the
complex nature of ideology and class consciousness

O

n January 12 1979, two
weeks after the Oil Strikes
Coordinating
Committee
(OSCC) started its activities, ayatollah
Ruhollah Khomeini ordered the
establishment of the Council of the
Islamic Revolution. He declared
that it “included competent and
committed Muslims” who had to
“study and explore the conditions for
a transitional government and take the
first preparations for its establishment,
form a constitutive assembly and hold
elections.”1
Without the OSCC taking over
one of the state’s key functions - oil
production - the Council of the Islamic
Revolution would have lacked the
authority to function as an alternative
pole of power. This was made quite
explicit by the liberal Islamist, Mehdi
Bazargan, when he advised Khomeini
to call on the management of the oil
company to cooperate with the OSCC,
so that Khomeini, “despite the shah
and his government, would seize
control over the state apparatus and
state employees”.2
The management of the oil strikes
played a much more organic role in
the emergence of the third institution
of revolutionary power: ie, the
neighbourhood committees that were
later transformed into the Committees
of the Islamic Revolution. Given
a shortage of kerosene, which was
widely used for heating and cooking,
the need to organise the distribution
of fuel among the population was
an urgent task that gave rise to the
neighbourhood committees.
Following a week of intense
negotiations between the OSCC and
the strikers, oil started to flow from
the depots of the Abadan refinery
to Tehran on January 6 1979. The
shortages continued, however, and the
engineer, Abolfazl Hakimi, was sent
to the distribution organisation of the
National Iranian Oil Company (NIOC)
to take care of fuel distribution. In
mid-January, the “employees of the
distribution organisation of NIOC”
called on “clerics” and “patriotic
groups” to help organise “fuel
distribution committees”.3

Initiatives

This was another missed opportunity
to establish - through the existing
infrastructure of the oil industry - a
national organisation that could have
linked the oil strikes and working
class communities. At the time of the
revolution, the oil industry had over
2,000 fuel outlets in the cities and
more than 10,000 in rural areas. These
were strategic points, around which
the distribution of fuel and other
activities, particularly in Tehran, could
have been organised by the workers of
the NIOC.
But in the absence of an
independent national organisation
and strategy, the NIOC’s distribution
organisation played a subordinated
role, taking their orders from the
OSCC. Hakimi asked the local clerics
to come up with a list of “active and
trustworthy young people”, who were
subsequently gathered in a mosque
and instructed. Within two weeks,
almost all neighbourhoods in Tehran
had established their “distribution
committees”, which distributed the
available fuel.
During the winter, the distribution
of oil became the central point around
which everyday forms of solidarity
were formed, as locals helped the
needy and the youth queued for the
elderly. Others took the initiative to
coordinate the oil distribution, but
this quickly gravitated towards the

would be taken by participation
of a workers’ representative on the
revolutionary council.15

Islamists organised successfully
mosques, as there were no alternative
centres of coordination. On January 3,
for instance, a telegraph from Savak,
the shah’s secret police, reported that
the head of NIOC in Hamedan was
refusing to provide oil to Savak.4 But,
as Farhad Khosrokhavar wrote at the
time, the Hamedan committee was
from its inception directed by clerics,
while in Tehran and most other places
the committees expressed “a popular
will” and were not initially dominated
by Islamists.5
A young man told a Kayhan
reporter in Tehran:
From the day that the fuel shortages
started, we, the youth of the
neighbourhood, got together to do
something about it, so this problem
wouldn’t be added to those we
already had. We made some carts
and went to the houses and asked
for their containers and we also
convinced the fuel seller that it was
better to delegate the distribution to
us rather than have long queues.6
On January 4, a stunned Savak agent
in Tehran telephoned the following
report to his commander:
A number of Khomeini supporters
have taken initiatives to distribute
fuel among needy people of the
neighbourhood. A number of
these distribution [teams] have
been observed and they claim that
the distribution of fuel has been
ordered by Khomeini.7
Similar reports poured in from
other cities. In Isfahan, a Savak
agent reported that ordinary people
were protecting the gas stations and
distributing fuel.8 In his memoirs,
Emadaldin Baqi provides another
example, when describing his reaction
to the tensions that arose among
people queuing for fuel: “I went to the
mosque, thought a bit and concluded
that we should gather the kids in the
mosque and create an organisation to
take the distribution of fuel into our
own hands.”9 The neighbourhood
youth organised, with the guidance
of the local clerics, the door-to-door
distribution of fuel, giving it away for
free to those who had been identified
as low-income families. As an offshoot
of fuel distribution, some local youth
developed other activities, such as
the control of prices, the provision of
urgent healthcare and armed defence
in a neighbourhood committee.10
Another
report
explicitly
mentions the Islamic neighbourhood
committees and “cooperatives” that
started distributing fuel in eight poor
neighbourhoods, from where they
spread to other places.11 The youth in
Narmak, for instance, divided the town
into districts around a fuel distribution
centre. Each district issued to every
household a coupon that had the
stamp of the district, and mentioned
the number of times and the dates on
which they could collect their share. In

other places, the fuel was taken door
to door.12
For many Islamist activists, the
neighbourhood committees that were
organised around fuel distribution
had an explicit aim: to counter the left
influence in the oil industry. Saeed
Jalili - now a leading politician among
Iran’s Islamist hardliners - recalls:
At the height of the revolution and
also afterwards, the neighbourhood
committees played an important
role in serving the people’s needs
… Revolutionaries gathered in
mosques and created coupons …
At that time, Marxism had many
followers and, just as liberalism is
defined by civil society, the slogan
of Marxism was based on the
shoras [councils]. This slogan was
everywhere; there were student
shoras, workers’ shoras, etc … In
this situation, the neighbourhood
committee, with at its centre the
mosque, came as a ‘slap in the
face’ and a harsh reply to [the
Marxists].”13
The Committees of the Islamic
Revolution that were established after
February 1979 drew their members
from the pool of volunteers who
coalesced around the fuel distributing
neighbourhood
committees.14
Bringing together Islamist activists
at neighbourhood level, these
committees were an essential step in
consolidating the political power of
the supporters of Khomeini.
However, while political control
over the production and distribution
of oil was increasingly taken over
by Khomeini and his allies, practical
control over oil production was
still in the hands of the oil workers.
Confronted with the attempts of
Khomeini and Bazargan to take
control of the strikes, the oil strike
leaders
continued
publishing
statements and tried to gain a stronger
position. On January 16, they
announced: “Oil workers are a part of
Iranian working class and the greatest
ally of progressive, anti-despotic and
anti-imperialistic strata.” They added:
“Considering the decisive role of
workers - especially workers in the oil
industry - throughout the anti-despotic
struggles, the future government is
obligated to consider the interests of
the working class.” Less than two
weeks before the fall of the regime,
a group of oil workers declared that
a workers’ representative should be
included on the Council of the Islamic
Revolution, whose membership had
not yet been disclosed by Khomeini.
They stated:
Just as workers have played a crucial
role in the current revolutionary
situation, they should participate
the day after the revolution when
it is time for genuine construction;
this is only possible by workers’
participation in the political affairs
of the country. The first step

Without an independent national
organisation, however, the oil workers
lacked the political weight to put
pressure behind their demand. As
the pro-Khomeini forces gradually
took over the oil strikes, the tensions
with the left increased. In Ahwaz,
a number of clerics intervened to
restrict the independence of the strike
committee and the role of secular oil
workers’ representatives, prompting
the resignation of Mohammad Javad
Khatami, the leading representative of
the production units.
In an open letter (January 21),
he accused “reactionary” clerics of
making death threats against him
and other representatives who did
not agree with their “reactionary
ideology”. He also criticised the
OSCC for acting beyond its duties of
“inspection and supervision” of the
oil strikes and sidelining the strike
committee, leaving local affairs to a
number of “not progressive” clerics
instead of appointing a group to
mediate between the oil strikers and
the OSCC, as was originally called
for.16
The fact that, despite the
increasing repression after February
1979, the committees in the oil
industry remained functioning is
testimony to the organisation and
class consciousness that oil workers
developed during their strikes. A few
months after the fall of the shah, the
journalist and future Pulitzer Prize
winner, Kai Bird, who had interviewed
oil workers, wrote:
The oil industry is virtually
controlled by dozens of independent
worker komitehs, which, though
loyal to the central government, are
nevertheless participating in all the
decisions related to the production
and marketing of Iranian oil to the
western industrial world. Perhaps
even more significant, the worker
komitehs have unquestionably
demonstrated that they can run
the oilfields and refineries without
their top-rank Iranian managers
and without the expertise of some
800 foreign technicians …17
This situation was not tolerated by
the post-revolutionary leaders, as they
consolidated power. The committees
in the oil industry and elsewhere were
repressed and weakened after Iraq
invaded south-western Iran in August
1980, and were officially banned early
in 1982.

Class consciousness

The fate of the oil strikes poses
an important question: why didn’t
oil workers create a network
with political autonomy and
the organisational capacity to
coordinate at the national level
in order to project their power
beyond the workplace, instead of
accepting a subordinate role to that
of Khomeini and the OSCC? This
question can best be answered
by looking at the development
of class consciousness within the
triangular relationship between
the oil workers, the wider labour
struggles and the revolutionary
movement.
To begin with labour struggles
in general, it should be noted that
these were seriously hindered by the
dominance of small-sized enterprises
in an economy with a workforce
of 8.8 million. In 1976, 43% of the

719,000 wage earners and unpaid
family workers in the manufacturing
sector were employed in small
establishments (under 10 workers)
and these were mostly unskilled.18
While taking part in demonstrations,
most of these workers did not
participate in the revolution as a
distinct collective. But “at the same
time there was a significant portion of
the working class that was skilled and
concentrated in large enterprises of
the private sector and particularly the
state sector”, which did have a great
capacity for collective action.19
In 1976, only 11% of private
manufacturing units employed more
than 100 workers. Moreover, the
majority of the 566,000 workers
employed by the state were
concentrated in a few major cities and
in a number of large enterprises. Thus,
as in many other developing countries,
on one end of the working class there
were a large number of workers
merging into the petty bourgeoisie,
who were mainly active in retail and
small-scale production, while at the
other end there was a concentration of
industrial workers.
The oil workers in particular
exhibited a significant capacity
for collective action, as we have
seen, and hence they took a leading
position within the strike movement
that developed in the fall of 1978.20
Although no significant solidarity
networks existed among the workers
of the oil industry and other sectors,
these started to develop during the
strikes. In Ahwaz and Abadan, oil
workers’ organised in solidarity
with striking teachers - solidarity
that was reciprocated.21 The Society
of the Employees of the Planning
and Budget Organisation issued
solidarity statements thanking the oil
workers for “blocking the exit of the
nation’s wealth towards imperialism
and for achieving freedom for us”.22
Particularly in Tehran, striking
workers looked to oil workers for
leadership, shouting “our oil worker,
our determined leader” at various
demonstrations.
But it was not until a week before
the fall of the monarchy that striking
workers started to meet in order
to “strengthen their organisation,
increase solidarity and promote
workers’ consciousness in order to
serve their class interests”. More
than 100 representing auto, oil
and electrical unions gathered on
February 3 in Tehran, denouncing
the dismissal of factory workers,
demanding the inclusion of a workers’
representative in the Council of the
Islamic Revolution, and discussing
the formation of a workers’ solidarity
council.23
Thus oil workers were well
positioned to play a more independent
- and leading - role within the labour
struggles and the wider revolutionary
movement, but the question is, why
did this possibility not materialise?
Pointing to ‘objective’ conditions is
not sufficient, as both the oil workers’
position within the class structure and
the physical characteristics of the oil
industry enabled them to launch mass
strikes and develop organisations
of their own. The real issue was the
lack of political independence, which
leads us to look at the oil workers’
subjectivity. As EP Thompson argued,
“class consciousness” is shaped by
“class experience” - a process that
is culturally mediated. Moreover,
working class formation is an “active
process, which owes as much to
agency as to conditioning”.24
From this perspective, there is
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no teleological development from
working class experience to a specific
form of class consciousness, which is
contingent on the mediating role of
culture and human agency. For the
same reason, the expectation that oil
workers would develop a (secular or
socialist) class consciousness that led
them to challenge both the monarchy
and remain independent from the
clerical and bazaari opposition is
based on a flawed premise. What I
argue instead is the possibility of this
trajectory. My strategy for developing
this argument is a critical dialogue with
Asef Bayat’s ‘Historiography, class
and Iranian workers’, which provides
the most sophisticated account of the
development of class consciousness in
Iran before and during the revolution.
Bayat argues that “we must
start not from the structure and
‘objective interests’ to arrive at
class consciousness, but from the
language of the class to characterise
its political movement”.25 From this
perspective, he analyses the Iranian
revolution: “Islam serves as a central
element in articulating working class
consciousness in Iran” by spreading
a “populist ideology … that works
against the development of class
consciousness and the idea of class
division in society”. This could happen
because “the ruling clergy shared an
Islamic language with the workers,
albeit with a populist content”.26
Although this is a welcome
corrective to the Eurocentric and
structuralist analyses of class, it bends
too much towards the reified notion
of language advocated by Gareth
Stedman Jones and other critics of EP
Thompson, and privileges too much
the Islamic discourse in the revolution.
Acknowledging the importance of
language, Marc Steinberg argues that
class consciousness is not a discourse,
but emerges “through the friction of
discourses produced in struggle”.27
From this perspective, the populist
discourse in the Iranian revolution
was not simply present in Islamic
culture or texts, but was crafted within
the context of concrete struggles, and
in competition with other discourses.
These discourses do not simply reflect
different “class experiences”: they are
constitutive to the formation of class
consciousness.
“Working class formation is,”
as Zachary Lockman summarises,
“as much a discursive as a material
process.”28 Applying this approach,
and focusing on the process of
representation and recognition in class
formation, Touraj Atabaki has shown
how a distinct class identity took form
among oil workers in the aftermath
of World War I.29 The formation of
a working class consciousness, with
the oil workers at its core, matured
during the 1940s. In the following
two decades, however, shifts in the
economy, politics and culture led to
a significant class reformation. As
Bayat argues, the massive rural-urban
migration of the 1960s created a new
generation of workers who lacked
industrial and urban experience:
Yet from the 1970s things started
to change. By this time, the new
workers of the 1960s had acquired
a fair amount of experience in
industrial work and urbanism …
The result was the development
of an ‘industrial consciousness’
that derived its elements from an
industrial setting, an urban lifestyle
and industrial work. This industrial
consciousness manifested itself
in a series of demands and covert
strikes in the mid-1970s … Beyond
industrial awareness, the workers
also developed a more general
form of class consciousness in
terms of the expression of identity
and differentiation.30
A few pages further, however, Bayat
argues that the diversity of workers
did not lead to “common non-work

experiences among them”. But,
“whatever their differences,” he
continues, they “do share a common
religion: Islam”. Even if we discard
the fact that the experience of religious
practices varied among Iranian
workers, it remains a fact that both their
industrial and urban experiences and
the Islamic culture shaped workers’
consciousness. The dominance of the
populist Islamic discourse, however,
must be explained through an
approach that sees language both as a
constitutive element and an outcome
of class struggle in and outside the
workplace.

Ideology

“Islam,” Bayat correctly argues, “was
reinterpreted by the industrial workers
to express their own immediate and
class interests.” But this statement
underestimates the importance of
the distinction between individuals’
immediate awareness of action and
their more general world views.
The role of ideology, its intellectual
producers
and
organisational
expression are essential in the
formation of class consciousness.
Islamic populism was crafted by
figures such as Ali Shariati, who
articulated grievances against social
inequality,
repressive
domestic
politics and foreign domination
through a language that mixed Islamic
and Marxist vocabulary. Many of
the oil workers I have interviewed
referred to the influence of his ideas,
which they knew through publications
or the talks he gave at the Abadan
Technical Institute in the late 1960s
and early 1970s. While Shariati was
anti-clerical, Khomeini formulated a
populist version of Islam that assigned
a revolutionary role to the clerics.
Both men formulated their populist
discourse in reaction and competition
with leftist discourses.
While anti-capitalist and antiimperialist, the dominant left
discourse of this period, however, was
not geared towards the articulation
and political translation of “class
experience”, but rather focused on
notions of individual sacrifice and
courage connected to guerrilla warfare.
This discourse, therefore, did not help
workers to articulate a world view
and a practice that linked their dayto-day conditions and struggles with
those in society at large. Guerrillaism
was a strategic choice rather than an
inevitable response to repression
and surveillance. This is illustrated,
for instance, by the alternative path
taken by the Revolutionary Workers’
Organisation of Iran, which managed
to organise a few hundred members
and sympathizers and create a few
chapters in a number of important
workplaces in the late 1960s, until it
was rounded up by Savak in 1971.31
When the oil strikes developed, one
could find these different discourses
among workers. Interviewing Abadan
oil workers, one journalist observed:
Most of the oil workers are devout,
practising Muslims, but of the anticlerical kind that believe that a
religious movement which began
with the uncompromising demand
for the removal of the shah will
not end until the religion itself
undergoes radical change. “We
give Khomeini due respect for so
stubbornly refusing to compromise
with the shah,” said a boilermaker
in the Abadan refinery. “But
after all, Dr Shariati wrote this
revolution. Khomeini only led
it” … “We are not going to be
slaves to these machines,” says a
young welder. “… in an Islamic
Republic, the community and not
consumption is the goal.”32
Most oil workers who supported
Khomeini were not so much
attracted to his theology, but to his
uncompromising political strategy.
Khomeini’s establishment of the

OSCC gave him even more credit in
this respect.
Thus, for many oil workers
sympathising with Shariati’s or
Khomeini’s Islamic populism, political
independence did not seem necessary
at first, although some clashed with
the post-revolutionary state when
it started attacking the workers’
committees. Among these groups “a
minority of workers who embraced
some form of socialism emerged in
the final stage of the revolutionary
struggles and played a leading role”.33
This was particularly the case in the
oil industry, where more than a third
of the members of the elected Ahwaz
strike committee were leftwingers, and
nine of the 14 members of the council
of the Common Syndicate of the
Employees of the Oil Industry were
secular leftwingers (the four others
were Islamic leftwingers). But, even
among them, the idea of independent
organisation and strategy was not a
priority for ideological reasons.
Though both populist and the
industrial consciousness were present
among oil workers, their specific
combination was in flux during the
revolution, but the former became
increasingly dominant. The dialectics
between the struggles outside and
inside the workplace was decisive
here. Before and during the strikes,
many oil workers participated
or were influenced by the street
demonstrations, dominated by the
slogans of Islamic populism, but its
influence did not only come from the
outside. In the Tehran refinery, many
of the workers were recent migrants
from rural areas and had worked and
lived in the areas closely linked to
the Tehran bazaar and its mosques.
But it is important to note that the
mosque-bazaar network was not an
organisational resource in the hands
of Khomeini and his supporters from
the outset. As Charles Kurzman has
argued, the pro-Khomeini forces
fought a political battle for hegemony
within this network, and only after
they had achieved it could they use
it as a gear wheel to mobilise mass
demonstrations.34
To use the same analogy, the
oil industry provided a potentially
valuable
resource
for
mass
mobilisations that could have given
direction to the whole revolutionary
movement, as the establishment of
the OSCC demonstrated. If before
the revolution the left had developed
a discourse that articulated workers’
experiences in terms of class and if it
had created a stronger organisational
presence that could have steered the
oil strikes towards political autonomy,
the oil workers might have influenced
the outcome of the Iranian revolution.
Despite weak organisation, the
secular left had a good potential of
playing a much bigger role in the
coordination of the oil strikes, given
its historical ties to the oil workers
(Tudeh Party), the guerrilla movement
resurrecting the left’s popularity and
prestige (Fedayeen), and the leftleaning university graduates joining
the ranks of white-collar workers - a
potential that failed to become a reality
mainly for ideological reasons.
Far from speculative, such
an approach acknowledges the
“inadequacy of confining our inquiry
to the immediate and present world of
the people interacting”:
Otherwise, we would be bound
to deterministic explanations
of interaction relying on initial
resources and game-theoretic
algorithms that rob interaction of
its specific content. If, however,
we accept that interactions are
contingent, that how they turn out
is not the only way they could have
turned out, or that their effects
might spill over the boundaries
of people obviously interacting,
we need a way to understand
the real potential of interactions.

Further, the space of interactions
is itself shaped by larger, historical
institutional developments, which
cannot, in turn, be understood
without reference to political
projects and attempts to form
hegemonic coherence.35

Conclusion

The salient role of oil workers in
the Iranian revolution invites us
to revise a number of dominant
interpretations of the relationship
between oil and politics, and of the
outcome of the Iranian revolution.
Our understanding of the former
was enormously advanced with the
publication of Timothy Mitchell’s
Carbon democracy, which focuses on
the mediating role of labour between
oil and politics and argues that the
oil industry’s material characteristics
deprive oil workers of the potential
for large-scale mobilisations that can
successfully challenge authoritarian
rule. The general applicability of this
claim, I believe, should be nuanced in
light of the experience of the Iranian
revolution.36
A second revision concerns the
influential reading of the Iranian
revolution itself, which stressed the
role of Shia Islam among the subaltern
classes as an important factor
explaining the ability of Khomeini
and his supporters to become
hegemonic within the revolutionary
movement. Without ignoring the
role of religion, my account of this
process demonstrates the role of
political strategising and organising
as a key factor. The creation of the
OSCC had little to do with religion:
rather it was a political and strategic
intervention in the oil strikes that
enabled Khomeini and his allies to
get hold of a key link in the chain
of developments, with which they
could steer the entire revolutionary
movement into their desired direction.
In contrast to Khomeini’s bold
initiative, the oil workers failed to
create a strong national organisation
that could coordinate the local strikes
and represent them effectively in
negotiations.
As a result, Khomeini and the liberal
religious groups took advantage of
this vacuum and launched the OSCC
to direct the oil strikes, which helped
them to establish the Council of the
Islamic Revolution as an authoritative
alternative to the old state. Without a
national organisation through which
they could coordinate with other
strikers, the oil workers did not have
the leverage to demand a bigger role
in the emerging political structures, let
alone vie for political power.
Finally, the popular committees that
emerged in the neighbourhoods were
not linked to the workplace struggles,
but instead became incorporated by
the mosques and clerics. Here again,
oil workers were well positioned
to initiate, direct or influence the
neighbourhood committees, because
of the role of fuel in everyday life. The
physical structures of oil production,
distribution and consumption could
function as the veins and capillaries
that reached deep into society, allowing
the oil workers to exert organisational
and ideological influence well beyond
their numbers.
Thus the history of the relationship
between oil and politics, and its role
in the Iranian revolution, appears to
be more contingent or fluid than we
might expect. The Islamist forces
around Khomeini might have failed to
take full control of the oil strikes if their
ideological discourse and political
organisation had been challenged
more effectively by alternative
discourses and organisations that
stressed the autonomy of workers. As
Eric Selbin observes,
... what was so revolutionary about
the Iranian revolution … was the
palpable sense of possibility, the

opportunity to create a new world
or perhaps a return to a Gold one,
regardless of whether there had
ever been just such an age before.37
He rightly stresses: “... revolutions,
as with history, are made by people”,
but, “as Karl Marx suggests, not
necessarily under the circumstances
of their own choosing.” The Iranian
revolution was made by what its
protagonists deemed possible, but also
by the choices they did not make l
p.jafari@uva.nl
Peyman Jafari is a historian and
a contributor to the International
Socialism journal
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Popular mobilisation was heroic but far too limited
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I

n 1978, a powerful revolution
erupted in Afghanistan - one of
the most backward and isolated
places on earth. Less a country in its
own right, Afghanistan emerged in
the modern era as a no man’s land,
separating the Russian empire to the
north and British-occupied India to
the south. It thus resembled Mongolia
- another inter-imperial buffer zone,
in which a revolution erupted under
Soviet sponsorship in 1921.
But where Mongolia saw the
establishment of a powerful workers’
state that lasted nearly 70 years, the
Afghan revolution led to the opposite
- which is to say counterrevolution,
civil war and a rightwing reaction that
continues to build and build. What
went wrong?
This is the question of the hour,
now that the United States is pulling
out after a 20-year war that has left
Afghanistan in worse shape than
ever. US intervention was doomed,
because all the advanced weaponry in
the world could not make up for the
fact that it relied on the same anarchic
warlords who had torn the country
apart in the 1980s and 90s and then
- surprise, surprise - set about doing
the same thing, once the Americans
returned them to power in 2001.
But Soviet intervention was not
foredoomed. Its allies in Afghanistan
were not corrupt warlords, but
military officers, intellectuals and
urban radicals - the “flower of their
generation,” as the CPGB’s Jack
Conrad described them in 2003,
echoing Jonathan Neale of the
Socialist Workers Party.1 This was
infinitely better material with which
to create a stable, progressive society.
Yet the Soviet effort flopped.
Thanks to two recent accounts,
we have a much better understanding
as to why. Both appeared in 2011:
Artemy M Kalinovsky’s A long
goodbye, which makes ample use of
the newly-opened Politburo files; and
Afgantsy - a comprehensive account
by Rodric Braithwaite, British
ambassador to Moscow in 198892 and currently chairman of the
international advisory council to the
Moscow School of Political Studies.
Both are indispensable guides as to
what went wrong and both are newly
relevant, now that US intervention is
following an even more disastrous
trajectory.
For what it is worth, we also

have What we won by Bruce Riedel
- an intelligence analyst turned
Washington think-tank pundit, whose
book is essentially an extended
apologia on behalf of the CIA. Riedel
sets himself the impossible task of
arguing that American intervention
had nothing to do with the growth of
al Qa’eda, even though it emerged out
of the anti-Soviet jihad. This is rather
like arguing that Hitler’s Wehrmacht
had nothing to do with the Final
Solution. Still, his Washington’s eye
view serves as a useful complement
to the more Moscow- and Kabulcentric viewpoints of Kalinovsky and
Braithwaite.
Riedel, indeed, is not at all bad
with regard to the sheer quantitative
inadequacy of the Soviet effort. In
August 1945, the Soviets assembled a
1.6-million-man army to cut through
Japanese-occupied Manchukuo a task they accomplished in just
11 days. In 1968, they assembled
a 500,000-strong force for the
subjugation of Czechoslovakia,
which took place in a matter of
hours. Yet Soviet intervention in
Afghanistan topped out at 110,000
troops in a country five times bigger,
with some of the most rugged terrain
in the world and a fierce martial
tradition to boot. Thanks to the severe
deficiency in manpower, Soviet
commanders had no choice but to rely
on force-multipliers, such as aircraft,
artillery and tanks - weapons that are
very good at smashing up villages,
but which did little to deter a growing
swarm of US, Saudi and Chinesearmed mujahideen.
“In short, the Russians, trying
to win as cheaply as possible, put
a grossly inadequate amount of
resources into the Afghan effort,”
Riedel says, not inaccurately. An
anonymous Soviet officer quoted by
Kalinovsky agrees:
Throughout the whole of that
war, practically every operation
ended in the same way. Military
operations began, soldiers and
officers died, Afghan soldiers died,
the mujahideen and the peaceful
population died and, when the
operation was over, our forces
would leave and everything would
return to what it had been before
(Kalinovsky, p40).
Trying to stop a massive jihad with

such a small force was like trying to
plough the sea. But that was not the
only factor hampering the Soviet
effort. There were also political
problems, such as the yawning gulf
between town and country, which
neither Kabul nor Moscow could
begin to overcome; conservatism and
timidity on the part of key Politburo
figures like Brezhnev, Gromyko and
Andropov; and, on the other side
of the ledger, a growing realisation
that “we now had the opportunity of
giving the USSR its Vietnam war”,
as US national security advisor
Zbigniew Brzezinski advised Jimmy
Carter in mid-1979, six months before
the Soviets went in.

Half-hearted

Then there was Stalinism, a system
that, 25 years or so after the death
of its founder, was clearly at the end
of its rope. The Soviet economy was
stagnant, it was desperate for western
technology, its grip on eastern Europe
was weakening, and it lacked all
legitimacy and self-confidence.
In 1980, Brezhnev pulled French
president Valéry Giscard d’Estaing
aside at an international conference
and told him that criticisms of Soviet
intervention were not unjustified:
“I also wanted to tell you this, one
on one,” Kalinovsky quotes him as
saying. “…I will make it my personal
business to impose [a political]
solution. You can count on me!”
(p62).
All that was lacking was a click
of the heels and a salute. Soviet
subservience to the capitalist west
had never been more explicit, which
is why intervention in Afghanistan
would never be more than halfhearted and incomplete.
Thanks to Afghanistan’s position
as a buffer zone, its rulers have long
faced an intractable dilemma. To
maintain independence, they needed
to modernise - to build up the military,
improve transportation, promote
education and women’s rights, etc. At
the same time, however, they needed
to avoid arousing a rural hornet’s nest,
consisting of landowners, mullahs
and tribal elders - all committed
to running their affairs the oldfashioned way, without interference
from Kabul. The south-east Asia
expert, Barnett Rubin, described the
results as a “tribally-based monarchy
overs[eeing] a weak administration

imposed on a mosaic of peoples not
integrated into a common economy
or nationality”. Government was
legitimate, he went on, to the degree
it respected “traditional forms of
representation and consultation”.
Otherwise, its primary obligation
was to “observ[e] strict limits against
unwanted intervention in local or
private affairs”.2
Kabul needed to modernise, in other
words, so that the rest of the country
could remain in a state of pre-modern
stagnation. The cold war compounded
this ‘Gattopardian’ arrangement by
allowing the government to draw
on foreign aid rather than internal
resources to pull itself up. The
Soviets thus provided Kabul with
a $100 million development loan
following a visit by Khrushchev in
1955, while the Afghans graciously
allowed the Americans to construct
a concrete highway linking Kabul,
Herat and Kandahar following a visit
by Eisenhower in 1959. The results
by the late 1970s were impressive.
A million students were enrolled in
school, while Kabul University was
dotted with stylish young women in
mini-skirts who would not have been
out of place in London or New York.
But, the more Kabul pulled ahead, the
more the countryside fell behind. As
Conrad notes, Afghanistan was still
among the 20 poorest countries in the
world, with illiteracy running at over
90%.
The situation was untenable. The
great unravelling began in 1973,
when Daoud Khan - King Zahir
Shah’s cousin and former prime
minister - abolished the monarchy
and declared a republic. Since
Daoud leaned toward the Soviets,
the effect was to exacerbate a split
in the local communist movement
(formally known as the People’s
Democratic Party of Afghanistan)
between a faction calling itself
Parcham, or ‘Banner’, which
favoured collaboration with the new
government, and another known as
Khalq (‘Masses’), which held itself
aloof. But Daoud, fearing growing
leftwing influence, then turned on his
erstwhile allies and began executing
PDPA members at the notorious
Pul‑i‑Charkhi prison on Kabul’s
eastern outskirts.
The April 1978 murder of Mir
Akbar Khyber, a leading Parcham
ideologist, proved a turning point.

With a major crackdown looming,
Khalq launched a pre-emptive coup
with the help of Soviet-trained
military officers. Daoud went down in
a hail of gunfire, along with members
of his family, as fighting raged across
the city. But the takeover was soon
victorious.
This was the Saur Revolution - so
called after the month in the Persian
calendar in which it occurred. But it
was an upside-down version of 1917,
in that, rather than soldiers’ soviets
arresting their officers, leftwing
officers barked commands at soldiers
who were either passive or, judging
from subsequent sky-high desertion
rates, downright hostile. Rather than
overturning the current order, Khalq
sought to maintain a hierarchical
state in order to use it to advance a
revolutionary agenda.
Sensing the precariousness of
their position, communists issued a
flurry of revolutionary commands.
“Our aim was no less than to give an
example to all the backward countries
of the world of how to jump from
feudalism straight to a prosperous,
just society,” said one PDPA member
quoted by Braithwaite:
Our choice was not between
doing things democratically or
not. Unless we did them, nobody
else would ... [Our] very first
proclamation declared that food
and shelter are the basic needs and
rights of a human being … Our
programme was clear: land to the
peasants, food for the hungry, free
education for all. We knew that
the mullahs in the villages would
scheme against us, so we issued
our decrees swiftly, so that the
masses could see where their real
interests lay (Braithwaite, p5).
But, rather than detaching the
peasantry from the traditional rural
leadership, the effect was to drive
them together in opposition to the
radical regime in Kabul. When Herat a city of 140,000 some 500 miles west
of Kabul - rose in revolt 11 months
later, the regime responded the only
way it knew how, which is to say with
tanks and military aircraft. The PDPA
succeeded in crushing the uprising
after five days of combat, yet violence
continued bubbling up: in Kunar
province, about a hundred miles to
Kabul’s east, where guerrilla attacks
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led to a brutal government response;
in a half-dozen other provinces,
where local uprisings also occurred;
in the capital, where thousands of
Shi’ite Hazaras took to the streets
with knives, rifles and machine guns,
and so on. When Alexei Kosygin
suggested arming 50,000 students,
peasants and workers and sending
them out against the reactionaries,
president Nur Muhammad Taraki
“pointed out drily that there were
very few workers even in Kabul,”
Braithwaite writes.
The rest were under the influence
of Islamic propaganda, which
denounced the government as
heathen. The Afghan army simply
did not have enough trained crews
to man more tanks and aircraft,
even if the Soviets supplied them.
(p50).
By mid-1979, just 15 months or
so after taking power, government
control was down to just half the
country.
But why would peasants rise up
against land reform, when ownership
was so lopsided that 40% of the
irrigated land was in the hands of
just four percent of the population?
Quoting the third world insurgency
expert, Gérard Chaliand, Conrad
speculates that the answer lies in
the control of complex irrigation
systems that village headmen, or
khans, traditionally used to maintain
their power. Kalinovsky argues,
not dissimilarly, that the blizzard of
revolutionary decrees ran afoul of
“long-standing economic and social
relations affecting issues such as
bride-price, marriage age, tenancy
and mortgages” that the regime had
no idea how to overcome (p9).

Religion

Then there is Islam, the ideological
glue that held the rural power
structure together, which neither
Braithwaite nor Kalinovsky discuss
in any detail. Whether it was more or
less malevolent than the Mongolian
Buddhism that had consigned half the
male population to the monasteries by
the 1921 revolution is unknown. But,
with a powerful global resurgence
underway, there is no doubt that it
would be an especially tough nut to
crack.
Yet the revolutionaries in Kabul
thought they could do it overnight.
When Vladimir Kryuchkov, the
Soviet chief of foreign intelligence,
visited Kabul on a fact-finding mission
three months after the revolution,
Taraki assured him, according to
Braithwaite, that the mosques would
be empty in a year. It was yet another
example of the PDPA’s extraordinary
ignorance of its own society.
Kalinovsky says that Khalq’s
response was to unleash a reign
of terror on two fronts: “against
traditionalist elements, especially
members of the clergy, followers of the
Muslim Brotherhood or of Ayatollah
Khomeini; and, simultaneously,
against the ‘enemy within’ - primarily
Parchamists”. Braithwaite writes that
Hafizullah Amin, who overthrew
and killed Taraki, his fellow Khalq,
in September 1979, kept a portrait
of Stalin on his desk and brushed
off Soviet remonstrations that he
was going too far: “Comrade Stalin
showed how to build socialism in
a backward country; it’s painful to
begin with, but afterwards everything
turns out to be just fine,” he said (p76).
These, then, were the two poles
of PDPA thought: the popularfront reformism of Parcham, on
the one hand; and the bureaucratic
repression of Khalq, on the other.
Amin’s execution of Taraki took the
Soviets aback. “President Taraki was
my friend,” Brezhnev told Giscard
d’Estaing. “He came to see me in
September, and just after he returned,
Amin had him assassinated. That is a

provocation. I could not pardon it.”
Brezhnev added, according to another
source: “What a bastard, Amin, to
murder the man with whom he made
the revolution” (Braithwaite, p73).
But there were other reasons
for concern - most notably Amin’s
overtures to the US. Conrad describes
subsequent charges that Amin was a
CIA agent as “outrageous … a slander
mindlessly repeated by the ‘official
communist’ press in Britain, including
the Morning Star”. But the truth was
not so clear. Rumours of Amin’s links
to American intelligence were so
persistent that even US ambassador
Adolph Dubs - who would later die
at the hands of Islamic terrorists was moved to ask if they were true.
(The local CIA station chief assured
him they were not.) Still, Amin met
five times with Dubs’ replacement
at the US embassy at a time when
relations with the Soviets were under
growing strain. Braithwaite says that
KGB chief Yuri Andropov feared that
the CIA wanted to use the mercurial
Amin to create a new Ottoman empire
extending into Soviet central Asia.
Riedel says that rumours were afoot
that Amin would ‘pull a Sadat’ by
taking Afghanistan out of the Soviet
orbit and aligning it with the US.
Regardless of whether such fears
were overblown or not, the Soviets
had every reason to be alarmed
about the deterioration along their
southern rim. Even though they
launched an invasion in response,
the overall thrust was defensive, as
even Riedel concedes: “There is little
in the records available about Soviet
decision-making in 1979,” he writes,
“to suggest that the idea of invading
Afghanistan was the first step in a
Soviet march to the Indian Ocean.
Moscow’s overriding goal was to
defend the communist regime, not to
take further offensive action” (p26).
Still, intervention was a bloody
affair. Braithwaite says that Soviet
troops may have killed 250 Afghan
palace guards in the 43-minute battle
to take control of Kabul’s Taj Bek
Palace, where the president and his
family were staying. Amin and his
five-year-old son also died in the
assault, as did five Soviet soldiers and
five members of KGB special forces.
The Soviets launched simultaneous
raids on the army command centre,
military intelligence, the city’s radio
and television centre, and other
such facilities. By the morning of
December 28 1979, the city was
under Soviet control.
Yet the downward spiral only
intensified. Rather than socialising
the country, the Soviets placed a
Parchamite named Babrak Karmal
at the helm and threw Khalqstyle radicalism into reverse. The
government returned land it had
confiscated from middle peasants and
even large landholders, and rolled
back women’s literacy programmes
in an effort to placate the mullahs.
But, within two months of the Soviet
intervention, Kabul erupted in the
largest protests the city had ever seen,
as some 300,000 people took to the
streets, shouting anti-government
and anti-Soviet slogans, besieging
government buildings, throwing
stones at the Soviet embassy, looting
shops, burning cars and setting fire to
a major hotel.
Attempts to stop the flow of
arms to the mujahideen across the
mountainous
Afghan-Pakistani
border also failed, as did efforts to
stem desertions in the military. “The
rule of thumb,” Braithwaite writes,
“was that if the desertion rate was no
more than about 30% a year you were
alright. If it went much beyond that
you were in trouble, [while] 60% was
bad news” (p137).
Individual
Afghan
soldiers
changed sides as many as seven
times. The Kabul government was
in a state of advanced disintegration
by the time Mikhail Gorbachev took

power in 1985, yet the only answer he
could come up with was to offer more
of the same. He thus told Karmal to
forget about socialism once and for
all, to restore religious rights and offer
to share power with the mujahideen.
In January 1987, the Afghan
government unveiled a “national
reconciliation” programme featuring
a ceasefire, a general amnesty and
free markets. Kabul even removed the
word ‘Democratic’ at Soviet behest,
so that henceforth the country would
be known merely as the Republic of
Afghanistan.
But that did not work either, for the
simple reason that holy warriors had
less and less incentive to compromise
when they obviously had the regime
on the run.
Braithwaite is particularly good on
the resultant demoralisation in Soviet
ranks. He writes:
Around the middle of the war, a
new theme emerged: nostalgia and
sympathy for the White Guards
- the soldiers who fought on the
losing side of the civil war after the
revolution in 1917 and who had
upheld the heroism and discipline
of Russian arms, even as their
country fell apart around them.
The Red Army had given rise to a
lively music scene, as soldier bards
singing about the pointlessness of
intervention hearkened back to the
anti-Bolsheviks of yesteryear. One
army bard, an interpreter named
Alexander Karpenko, wondered:
… why in the years of my youth
did nobody publicly speak of
the self-sacrifice of the White
generals? And at this point my
thoughts about the White Army’s
role in the fate of Russia came to
mingle with what was happening
in Afghanistan. The prohibitions
and silence which surrounded the
White idea also stimulated the
creative energies of the Afgantsy
[as the Soviet soldiers were
known], including my own (p193).
Reaction was intensifying on both
sides of the Soviet-Afghan divide.
Gorbachev started the clock running
for a troop withdrawal in 1986,
although he assured Kabul that
military supplies would continue to
flow. But by 1991 the Soviets were
able to make good on only 10% of
promised fuel deliveries. An Afghan
delegate remarked after visiting the
USSR that year: “We saw all these
empty stores in Moscow and long
queues for a loaf of bread, and we
thought, ‘What can the Russians give
us?’” (Kalinovsky, p200).
The answer was nothing. The
final collapse of the Soviet Union
occurred in December 1991, while
the dissolution of the Soviet-backed
government in Kabul followed
four months later. Unable to save
Afghanistan, the Soviets in the end
were unable to save themselves.

Lessons

What are the lessons of such a
prolonged and miserable experience?
One is that the Soviets had every
right to do what was necessary to
shore up their southern flank, even
though their reliance on brute military
force was itself symptomatic of their
growing internal decay. Western
liberals who raised a hue and cry
over Moscow’s violation of Afghan
national sovereignty should have
taken a look at their own countries,
whose violations of the third world
are as massive and ongoing.
Besides, the Soviet Union did not go
into Afghanistan to steal its resources
or to foster neo-medieval jihad. It
went in, rather, to free women, build
schools and universities, and spread
economic development. Yet western
leftwingers refused to criticise the
CIA, while western feminists stayed

silent as well. But, ultimately, Soviet
intervention could only make matters
worse. The more neo-Stalinists tried
to outrun failure at home, the more
they ended up compounding it by
spreading it abroad.
However, another lesson concerns
the nature of imperialism. Social
democratic delusions about a
golden age of democracy that would
supposedly blossom, once the Soviets
pulled out and the cold war was at
an end, were just that - delusions. In
fact, Soviet withdrawal paved the
way for a new era of imperialism that
was even more nihilistic than before.
When a British journalist named
Anatol Lieven asked why the US
was backing a bloodthirsty Islamist
named Gulbuddin Hekmatyar, a US
diplomat told him that it was because
people like Hekmatyar were helping
to build a “successful free-market
democracy”, because the destruction
of the Kabul regime was necessary
for the defeat of communism, and
because, finally, “the Russians did
it to us in Vietnam, and we’re going
to do that to them in Afghanistan”
(Kalinovsky, p188).
The mujahideen as a force for
democracy? The idea was laughable.
Braithwaite quotes a top Islamist
named Burhanuddin Rabbani as
bragging:
We forced the communists out of
our country ... Had it not been for
the jihad, the whole world would
still be in the communist grip. The
Berlin Wall fell because of the
wounds which we inflicted on the
Soviet Union, and the inspiration
we gave all oppressed people. We
broke the Soviet Union up into 15
parts. We liberated people from
communism. Jihad led to a free
world (p330).
But the equation of jihad and freedom
was laughable as well. Still, the
United States continued to believe
it, even after al Qa’eda launched
a jihad against the world’s sole
remaining superpower on 9/11. The
US unleashed a rampage of violence
from Libya to Yemen in response.
Yet by 2014 al Qa’eda and its radical
offshoot, Islamic State, had emerged
all the stronger as a consequence - just
as it will likely emerge stronger from
the latest debacle as well.
“Rarely does a country fight the
same war twice in one generation;
to fight it twice from opposite sides
is even rarer,” Riedel observes. But,
rather than learning from the Soviet
experience, the US made the same
mistakes - and then some. America
did not go into Afghanistan to get
Osama bin Laden; indeed, secretary
of defence Donald Rumsfeld refused
to send in reinforcements when
the CIA and its allies succeeded in
cornering him in Tora Bora - his
mountain redoubt just a half-dozen
miles from the Pakistani border - and
instead allowed him to slip away.
The US did not go in to put a stop
to al Qa’eda, since by that point it
was an international network whose
main base was in Pakistan and which
continued to draw support from
members of the Saudi royal family.
On the contrary, it went into
Afghanistan for two reasons only: to
prove the Rumsfeld thesis that a welltrained skeletal force was all that was
needed to topple the Taliban; and to
pave the way for the 2003 invasion
of Iraq, which the ‘Vulcans’, as
Bush II’s foreign-policy team was
known, persisted in believing was
the real force behind the World Trade
Center attack.
It is an example of the genuine
insanity that gripped Washington’s
uppermost ranks. Once the Americans
ensconced themselves in Kabul, they
then brought back the same worthless
militia leaders whom the Taliban had
driven out in 1996 and unleashed a
tidal wave of development funds,

in the hope that money alone would
somehow turn the country into a
central Asian showcase. Yet all the
money did was drive up corruption
to unprecedented levels on the part
of local political bosses, whose only
concern was loot and kidnapping
young boys for use as sex slaves.3
Where the Soviet-backed government
was able to hold on for three years
after the Soviet pullout, the USbacked regime, to no-one’s surprise,
is collapsing in the face of a Taliban
offensive that has been going for just
three months.
“The bottom line is that if - an
important ‘if’ - the United States and
Nato fail in Afghanistan, the burden
of blame lies at home.” So Riedel
noted in 2014 (p140). He is right:
the burden of blame does indeed lie
at home - for going into Afghanistan
in the first place. The US went in
because it thought it would be easy,
and then, once it got stuck, spent the
next 20 years trying to figure out what
to do.
What lies ahead? The outlook
for Afghanistan is grim. Up to
2,000 Afghan refugees per day are
currently entering Turkey, while tens
of thousands per week are being
washed up in other countries like
Iran and Pakistan.4 The Middle East
refugee crisis that peaked in 2015
may thus be poised for a rebound.
With Russia, Iran, Pakistan, Turkey
and the People’s Republic of China
all jockeying for dominance in central
Asia, Afghanistan could once again
find itself a regional battlefield.
Meanwhile, hopes that a Taliban
takeover will be less destructive a
second time around are unpersuasive.5
Ultra-reactionary forces do not
miraculously transform themselves
merely because western liberals hope
they do.
As for the US, it is now suffering
its worst defeat since Vietnam.
Washington had clearly hoped to use
Afghanistan to spread jihad into the
western Chinese province of Xinjiang,
with which Afghanistan shares a
47-mile border, but now those plans
are on the back burner. It had hoped
to use Afghanistan to influence the
former Soviet Muslim republics of
Kazakhstan, Turkestan, Uzbekistan,
Tajikistan and Kyrgyzstan, but those
plans are in abeyance as well. It had
hoped to use Afghanistan to encircle
Iran, but that strategy has also been
dashed.
Just about its only remaining
option is to fall back on Saudi
Arabia, its oldest partner in the
Middle East, in the hope that it will
use its minions in al Qa’eda and IS
to attack the Taliban from the rear.
Farfetched? Not at all. Once the
Taliban march into Kabul, we can
expect car bombs to start going off
with increasing regularity. If so, it
will be a sign that the Saudis and
al Qa’eda are stirring the pot - and
that the United States is signalling
its approval l
Daniel Lazare

Notes
1. See ‘Looking back over the ruins’ Weekly

Worker July 15 2021: weeklyworker.co.uk/
worker/1356/looking-back-over-the-ruins.
2. www.foreignaffairs.com/articles/
afghanistan/1989-12-01/fragmentationafghanistan.
3. www.nytimes.com/2018/01/23/
world/asia/afghanistan-military-abuse.
html?searchResultPosition=3.
4. www.thenewhumanitarian.org/newsfeature/2021/8/4/the-afghan-refugee-crisisbrewing-on-turkeys-eastern-border.
5. For an especially unconvincing version
of this argument, see Ted Rall, ‘Afghanistan
under the Taliban: it won’t be like last
time’ Counterpunch April 23 2021. Noting
that cities like Herat are now “dotted with
pizzerias”, he argues: “The Taliban - or more
precisely the neo-Taliban who have replaced
them - are more moderate because they
operate in a modernized environment.” But
this is just an updating of the old Washington
argument that a veneer of capitalism
eliminates all political sins, when in fact it
makes them worse. See www.counterpunch.
org/2021/04/23/afghanistan-under-thetaliban-it-wont-be-like-last-time.
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TECHNOLOGY

For your eyes only
Paul Demarty assesses the dangers of Apple’s new surveillance measures against child sex abuse

T

he experience of consumer
technology most common
nowadays is of merely passive
enjoyment of its endless sluice of
content, coupled with a creeping
anxiety about what it is ‘doing to us’.
We are rather like the civilians in
John Carpenter’s They live - walking
around and enjoying the bland
delights of late-capitalist consumer
culture, while being unknowingly
terrorised by subliminal messaging
from our disguised alien overlords.
The screen is a black mirror, as per
the eponymous science fiction TV
series. We know that on the other
side of it there is someone watching
us, but we do not care to think too
deeply about who, and for what
purposes.
There is, however, a certain
subculture of people all too aware.
They are usually professional
technologists themselves, specialists
in information security. Their
archetype is Edward Snowden
- the whistleblower on the US
government’s
indiscriminate
electronic surveillance programmes.
And he, and they more generally,
are currently very exercised about
Apple.

Blinding science

The high-end tech behemoth
announced last week that it was
adding a slew of new ‘child
protection’ features to its iOS
operating system. Among them is a
program that will attempt to identify
child pornography among the images
stored on the device. (The provided
details of how it will do this are
numerous, but rather fuzzy on closer
inspection - more of which anon.)
Having found a likely candidate, it
will be uploaded to a US government
agency, the National Center for
Missing and Exploited Children
(NCMEC).1 All that stands between
the ordinary iPhone user and her
phone’s contents being shipped
to Uncle Sam is, presumably, the
sophistication of its child porn
detection algorithm.
Such algorithms are, at the current
state of the art, pretty dismal. Apple’s
claims to the contrary are backed
up with a lot of somewhat maths-y
looking stuff, but this amounts in the
end - as noted by security researcher
Neal Krawetz - to a “proof by
cumbersome notation” (that is, by
blinding the reader with science).
The idea is to use AI to somehow
identify the salient features of an
image and, having done so, to
represent those features as a number.
The same picture should generate
the same number, even if it has been
slightly altered - monochromised,
cropped, slightly corrupted in transit
over the internet. You then ship the
numbers calculated for known child
porn images and the AI program to
all the iPhones and iPads. When the
phone receives a new image, it is run
through the same AI program, and if
a resulting number matches one in
the database, then the picture gets
uploaded to the NCMEC.
The obvious problem - for those
familiar with the reality rather than
the grand marketing claims of AI - is
that the behaviour of these systems
is opaque and frequently eccentric
in quite unpredictable ways. As
Krawertz illustrates it:
The problem with AI is that you
don’t know what attributes it
finds important. Back in college,
some of my friends were trying
to teach an AI system to identify

Privacy should not be compromised
male or female from face photos.
The main thing it learned? Men
have facial hair and women have
long hair. It determined that a
woman with a fuzzy lip must be
‘male’ and a guy with long hair is
female.2
Of course, the models built in
industry are rather less naive than
those of Krawertz’s college buddies;
but they still fail in apparently
crude ways (compare the notorious
example of the AI credit scoring
tool that just deducts points when
the applicant is black). Modern AI is
vastly better than human intelligence
at certain very specific things (chess,
let us say); but it is still very, very
stupid at most other things.
The more serious problem, of
course, is the precedent. Apple has
reconciled itself to the need to snitch
on its users to the US government.
Now Apple has conceded the
principle, my friends in the infosec
community worry, the government
will proceed to negotiate on the price.
The irony of the situation is not lost
on many. After all, the whole thrust
of Apple’s recent marketing has
focused on privacy-baiting its rivals
in the market. They include Google,
of course, whose unimaginably vast
revenue is produced largely by its
monopolistic position in the digital
ads market. Apple does not exactly
compete with Facebook as such, but
they spar - shall we say - in markets
like instant messaging. Apple has
its iMessage, Facebook has its own
Messenger product and WhatsApp;
it finally started ratcheting up its user
tracking with unilateral changes to
the WhatsApp terms of service this
year.
Apple, by contrast, has sought a
reputation as the one major brand in
the space that did not have a business
incentive to systematically spy on all
its customers. Apple gets money by
selling you really expensive trinkets,
made inexpensively by semi-free
labour in dystopian factories far from

prying eyes. Google and Facebook
get money by selling you to prying
eyes.
It may be objected that there
is a difference between spying
on the basis of mere greed and
doing so on the basis of some civic
obligation. But Apple has made a
great performance out of defying
the demands of the American state
for access to its customers’ data. In
2016, the FBI - investigating the
San Bernardino mass shooting the
previous year - leaned on Apple to
do something quite unprecedented.
The agency had in its possession
the iPhone used by the shooter,
Syed Farook, but was unable to
compromise it. It demanded of Apple
a new version of the iOS operating
system which would disable
security features, and deliver it to
the phone. Apple not only refused
the request, but published a ‘letter
to customers’ from CEO Tim Cook
explaining its reasoning at length.3
Alongside paedophiles, terrorists are
included in that category of persons
whose elementary civil rights it is
considered acceptable to abrogate in
‘polite society’. Yet Apple refused,
and reaped the PR benefits (and
costs, for that matter, since there
were, after all, many people who
wanted any potential collaborators
of Farook hunted down and brought
to justice).
Apple can, of course, claim
that there is no inconsistency. The
specific demand of the FBI in 2016
was for Apple to replace the strong
encryption present on iPhone
data with a weaker version, with
a backdoor for the Feds. That, for
Cook, was an unacceptable slippery
slope: “The government suggests
this tool could only be used once,
on one phone. But that’s simply not
true. Once created, the technique
could be used over and over again,
on any number of devices.”
Cook’s language here is slippery.
Because, of course, it is not only the
technique that can be reused, but the

rationale. If you can do it just this
once, for just this phone, why not
just this one other time, for another
phone, and so on? Likewise, child
sexual abuse is a heinous crime and
images of it ought not, all things
being equal, to circulate unimpeded.
But what is the difference of
principle with communications
by those deemed terrorists? Is not
conspiracy to commit mass murder in
the same bracket - if not worse - than
distribution of child porn? If some
technical smokescreen, some proof
by sufficiently cumbersome notation,
could be found for identifying
irrefutably such communications,
then why should not Apple do its
fair share of US imperialism’s dirty
work?
But why stop at the US? Apple has
already compromised on the privacy
features of its iCloud storage service
to appease the Chinese government.
In other words, it has signalled that, if
the choice is between suspending its
business operations (which include
production, as well as consumer
sales) in the People’s Republic and
compromising its supposedly deeply
held privacy commitments, there is
only one answer. How many more
markets is Apple unwilling to drop,
and what will their governments
demand?

Privacy politics

We could view Apple’s behaviour
as hypocritical, but in reality it is
perfectly consistent. Like any other
public corporation, it must attend to its
immediate interests and the profits of
its shareholders. But its shareholders
are increasingly ‘abstract’ - vast
passively managed funds - and so it is
subject to something like a collective
compulsion of the capitalist class as
a class. That class wants no struggle
with the state, so long as the state
does not interfere with profitability,
at the very least with ‘onerous’
taxation, and furthermore nowadays
insulates it from its risks.
What we observe, then, is the

passing of time: the five years
separating the San Bernardino
contretemps and the present
controversy is, in synecdoche, the
presidency of Donald Trump, and
the fraying of the post-cold war
pax Americana regime. The trend
is towards illiberal capitalist state
regimes, and these will tend to
demand more in the way of service
from their ‘national’ capitalist firms.
We may soon face the spectacle of a
tug of war between the Americans
and the Chinese for such services.
The question of what this means
for the privacy-obsessed is a little
more involved, though rather
grim. It was ever the view in such
circles that sufficiently strong
encryption and wide dissemination
of techniques would allow groups of
ordinary citizens to prevail against
the intrusions of state power. The
problem with such a perspective
was illustrated years ago in a comic
strip beloved to programmers, in two
panels. The left panel, labelled ‘A
crypto nerd’s imagination’, shows
two Feds trying to hack a laptop
with a million dollars’ worth of
computers, but giving up because
the encryption is too strong even for
that. The right panel, labelled ‘What
would actually happen’, has one
of the Feds telling the other: “His
laptop’s encrypted. Drug him and hit
him with this $5 wrench until he tells
us the password.”4
This is in the end a kind of
petty bourgeois utopia: skilled
artisans might secede from an
oppressive,
totalising
society,
defending themselves with their
wits and savoir faire. Yet those
skills always somehow knit the
utopian into a network exceeding
his or her comrades, and that has
never been truer than of the paranoid
technologist. Their skills make
sense, really, only in the context of
global IT networks; their vocation
must always take them onto the same
terrain as the men with the milliondollar password-cracking cluster and
the five-dollar wrench.
Privacy, then, really is abolished
in our day. If even the experts
cannot defend theirs, then what
hope is there for the rest of us? The
option remaining is to overcome
the corrupt nexus of hypertrophic
state regimes and imperturbable
tech corporations altogether. Our
best remaining weapon - indeed,
our best weapon even in the days of
far less sophisticated surveillance
- is maximal transparency and a
commitment to open mass politics,
not conspiratorialism. Appropriate
methods should be employed to
maintain liberty of publication
and related activities in times of
increased repression, of course, and
belt-and-braces information security
techniques will certainly play a part
in that respect.
The key question, however, is
not whether the state knows who
people are (it usually does, and did
in the age of the telegraph and steam
locomotives), but whether it can
effectively take advantage of such
knowledge. That, in the end, is a
question of the balance of forces. No
cryptographic algorithm will adjust
that balance meaningfully l
paul.demarty@weeklyworker.co.uk

Notes
1. www.apple.com/child-safety.

2. www.hackerfactor.com/blog/index.php?/
archives/929-One-Bad-Apple.html.
3. www.apple.com/customer-letter.
4. xkcd.com/538.
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TIMETABLE
Organised by CPGB: www.cpgb.org.uk and
Labour Party Marxists: www.labourpartymarxists.org.uk

Summer Communist University begins this weekend. Due to the ongoing Covid-19 pandemic, CU will be held online, via Zoom.
The aim of Communist University is not to present some uniform line. Speakers have been chosen in order to provoke debate rather than seek a
worthless consensus - that we are all opposed to cuts, racism, war, sexism, climate change, Trump and the Tories.
There will be plenty of time given for debate. Speakers from the ‘floor’ will not be limited to one- or two-minute contributions. Nor will
‘awkward’ minorities be passed over unheard. The clash of opinions is just what we are looking for. Sharp, robust, no-holds-barred debate is the
best way to overcome wrong ideas.
Attendance is free, but you must register in advance for each session. Use the link in the online timetable.
Please revisit communistuniversity.uk/cu2021-summer during the week for any last-minute changes.

Date

10am

Saturday
August 14

Mike Macnair
Chatham House rule, safe spaces, no
platforming and other such self-imposed
barriers to socialism

Sunday
August 15
Monday
August 16
Tuesday
August 17
Wednesday
August 18
Thursday
August 19
Friday
August 20
Saturday
August 21
Sunday
August 22

Lawrence Parker

A damning phrase? “The communists
do not form a separate party opposed to
other working class parties”

David Broder

Leftwing communism: a longestablished disorder?

Chris Knight

Being human: what chimpanzees can
teach us

Moshé Machover

Israel-Palestine: does the solution
still rely on a working class-led Arab
revolution?

Ian Wright

Do machines create value?

Hillel Ticktin

Was the collapse of ‘really existing
socialism’ inevitable?

Paul Demarty

Timetable
2pm

6pm

Amanda Maclean

Norman Finkelstein and
Tony Greenstein

Trans rights orthodoxy and its
discontents

Kevin Bean

Without a hegemonic Communist
Party the Labour Party can never be
transformed into a vehicle for socialism

Marc Mulholland

Yeomen and the english revolution
of the 17th century: the missing
bourgeoisie?

Ian Watts

Gus Ootjers, Communist
Platform, Netherlands

The poisonous logic of coalitions with
bourgeois politicians

Jack Conrad

Climate change: will governments just
fiddle while the planet burns? Or will
they go for climate socialism?

Camilla Power

The first human revolution: red ochre,
the red flag of prehistory

Capitalism as robbery:
time and revolution

Sandy McBurney

Anne McShane and Kevin Bean
Border poll politics in Ireland: referenda
and the problem of the British-Irish

Indyref 2: what position should Marxists
take?

Yassamine Mather

Can machines create communism? The
political economy of accelerationism,
AI, robots and the working class

Alan Hudson

China: the unexpected political economy

Daniel Lazare

Anti-racism as the politics of consensus

Black Lives Matter: mass moment?

Mike Macnair

Tina Werkmann and Tony Greenstein

The transitional programme - the
reformist banality of a supposed
revolutionary profundity

Free speech: unrestricted or restricted?

‘Anti-Zionism equals anti-Semitism’:
why the big lie keeps getting bigger and
bigger

Michael Roberts

Marx’s so-called transformation
problem in Capital

Lars T Lih

Lenin and the democratic revolution:
1917 and after

Donald Parkinson, Cosmonaut

Democratic Socialists of America: the
necessity of a minimum-maximum
programme

Jack Conrad

Climate change: the positivity, limits
and ultimate futility of protest politics

What we
fight for
n Without organisation the
working class is nothing; with
the highest form of organisation
it is everything.
n There exists no real Communist
Party today. There are many
so-called ‘parties’ on the left. In
reality they are confessional sects.
Members who disagree with the
prescribed ‘line’ are expected to
gag themselves in public. Either
that or face expulsion.
n Communists operate according
to the principles of democratic
centralism. Through ongoing debate
we seek to achieve unity in action
and a common world outlook. As
long as they support agreed actions,
members should have the right to
speak openly and form temporary
or permanent factions.
n Communists oppose all imperialist wars and occupations but
constantly strive to bring to the fore
the fundamental question–ending war
is bound up with ending capitalism.
n Communists are internationalists.
Everywhere we strive for the closest
unity and agreement of working class
and progressive parties of all countries.
We oppose every manifestation
of national sectionalism. It is an
internationalist duty to uphold the
principle, ‘One state, one party’.
n The working class must be
organised globally. Without a global
Communist Party, a Communist
International, the struggle against
capital is weakened and lacks
coordination.
n Communists have no interest
apart from the working class
as a whole. They differ only in
recognising the importance of
Marxism as a guide to practice.
That theory is no dogma, but
must be constantly added to and
enriched.
n Capitalism in its ceaseless
search for profit puts the future
of humanity at risk. Capitalism is
synonymous with war, pollution,
exploitation and crisis. As a global
system capitalism can only be
superseded globally.
n The capitalist class will never
willingly allow their wealth and
power to be taken away by a
parliamentary vote.
n We will use the most militant
methods objective circumstances
allow to achieve a federal republic
of England, Scotland and Wales,
a united, federal Ireland and a
United States of Europe.
n Communists favour industrial
unions. Bureaucracy and class
compromise must be fought and
the trade unions transformed into
schools for communism.
n Communists are champions of
the oppressed. Women’s oppression,
combating racism and chauvinism,
and the struggle for peace and
ecological sustainability are just
as much working class questions
as pay, trade union rights and
demands for high-quality health,
housing and education.
n Socialism represents victory
in the battle for democracy. It is
the rule of the working class.
Socialism is either democratic or,
as with Stalin’s Soviet Union, it
turns into its opposite.
n Socialism is the first stage
of the worldwide transition to
communism - a system which
knows neither wars, exploitation,
money, classes, states nor nations.
Communism is general freedom
and the real beginning of human
history.
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Afghanistan
provides the best
argument against
regime change
from above

Surviving against all the odds

Why do leaders of the Islamic Republic still look so confident? The answer lies in the dismal failures of the
global hegemon, argues Yassamine Mather

Ebrahim Raisi: faces opposition on many fronts

T

he ceremonies marking the
inauguration of the new Iranian
president, Ebrahim Raisi, could
not have come at a worse time for the
country’s rulers.
Despite
Raisi’s
repeated
reassurances that he would like a
return to nuclear negotiations, he
has problems inside the country
convincing some of his more
conservative supporters on this.
He has yet to name officially his
foreign minister - rumoured to be
former deputy foreign minister
Hossein Amir-Abdollahian - and
speculation about opposition to this
appointment is delaying the process.
During his inauguration speech
Raisi declared his commitment to
“diplomacy and constructive and
extensive engagement with the
world”, since relations with regional
neighbours are said to be at the top
of his list of priorities: “I extend a
hand of friendship and brotherhood
to all countries, especially those in
the region.”
Of course, Raisi was critical of
his predecessor, Hassan Rouhani,
and his handling of various crises,
and focused his election campaign
on the longstanding issues of
corruption
and
inefficiency.
However, given the fact that
this corruption is systemic - it is
embedded in every corner of the
religious state - no-one believes he
will achieve much on this front.
Meanwhile the devaluation of
the currency and spiralling inflation
are making life terribly difficult for
most Iranians. In addition, water
shortages are ongoing and, although
the government has managed to
suppress the protests for the time
being, no-one expects the issue to
go away. In addition Covid-19 is
taking its toll - the daily death toll
reached 588 on August 9. There are

reports of hospital bed shortages in
many cities, including the capital,
Tehran. Yet there have been mass
gatherings marking the death of
Imam Hussein (the third Shia imam,
who died fighting the Sunnis more
than a thousand years ago), as if
there was no pandemic!
According to the John Hopkins
University School of Medicine
in Baltimore, Iran is among the
10 countries in the world with
the highest per capita death toll
from Covid and only 3.3% of the
population have been vaccinated.
Many blame supreme leader Ali
Khamenei’s banning of western
vaccines for the worsening
situation. Iran has rejected Pfizer
and AstraZeneca, using instead
vaccines originating in Russia,
China and more recently Cuba.
If all this was not bad enough,
there was last month’s drone attack
on the Israeli-operated Mercer Street
tanker, en route to the United Arab
Emirates from Tanzania. The attack,
which killed the ship’s Romanian
captain and a British security guard,
is alleged to have been launched by
Iran or one of its proxies (or perhaps
by forces wanting to create more
problems for Tehran).
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On August 10 US secretary of
state Antony Blinken, speaking
at a virtual UN Security Council
session on maritime security,
said: “We are confident that Iran
conducted this unjustified attack,
which is part of a pattern of attacks
and other provocative behaviour.”
According to US Central Command,
components of the drones examined
by US navy explosives experts were
“nearly identical” to previously
recovered Iranian models. Chemical
tests revealed a nitrate-based
explosive was used in the attack,
“indicating the equipment had
been rigged to cause injury and
destruction”.1
Apparently
“all
evidence”
suggests that Iran was behind
the strike and the new Israeli
government
is
threatening
retaliation and calling for sanctions
against Iran to be stepped up. But
Iran denies any involvement. In a
one-hour phone call with French
president Emmanuel Macron on
August 9, Raisi is reported to
have said that his country is “very
serious about providing security and
preserving deterrence in the Persian
Gulf and the Sea of Oman”.
Of course, there are good reasons

why Iran’s reactionary rulers may
nevertheless feel confident: this is
the very time we are witnessing the
humiliating consequences of the US
withdrawal from Afghanistan. We
all remember the tears of both Laura
Bush and Cherie Blair for Afghan
women in 2001 and how important
it was to save them from the Taliban.
But here we are 20 years later, and
town and after town, district after
district is falling back under Taliban
control. The world superpower was
forced to flee Bagram airbase in the
middle of the night! All this is not so
much about Taliban resilience as the
inability of the global hegemon to
maintain control of lands it occupied
in Afghanistan and later Iraq in
retaliation to the 9/11 attack in 2001.
Of course, the world knows that the
real culprits were not Afghanistan or
Saddam Hussein’s Iraq, but US ally
Saudi Arabia. No wonder families
of 9/11 victims have this week told
Joe Biden not to attend memorial
events, unless he declassifies files
about the attacks. Nearly 1,800
people have signed a letter calling
on him to release documents that
they believe implicate officials from
Saudi Arabia in the plot.
Over the last two decades there

have been dozens of seminars and
conferences on the need for ‘state
building’ and the ‘reconstruction
of civil society’ in Afghanistan,
but all to no avail: the country is
facing further death and destruction
under a Taliban regime. Yet, despite
everything that has happened
in Afghanistan, there are still
opposition Iranian exile groups
(even some claiming to be on the
left) who call for the US to increase
current sanctions against Iran and
speed up ‘regime change from
above’. Some even call on the new
Israeli government to ‘add to the
pressure’ by acting against Iran.
Only idiots who want to actually
make the Islamic Republic of Iran
popular can make such statements
calling for ‘regime change’ led by
the US, Israel and Saudi Arabia.
Why don’t they look and learn from
what is happening in Afghanistan?!
It is no wonder then that, despite
the odds, Iran’s president and his
reactionary allies actually seem
confident l

Notes
1. www.al-monitor.com/originals/2021/08/
blinken-urges-un-hold-iran-accountablemercer-street-attack#ixzz738rWLWo1.
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